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upon

will

have to

this question, and

ing become

national, the establishment of

one favored

church in the nation

and they will fight resolutely to retain it as

net

can

Disestablishment is in- a safeguard of orthodoxy.

disestablished

and

far more of energy

The Morning Star.

disendowed

ing to the proximity of the
| the Church, Dr. Fox said,

|

On God’s great clock-tower in the skies

J

Profoundest midnight silence lies;
No clangor from its bells arise;
No faintest sound we hear.

{

Loud peal or solemn toll.
But noiseless on its axis turns
The earth! The sun how silent burns
Through heaven!
A silent God, who learns
His lessons to the soul.
No cry rings, therefore, from His lips

- When time is marked by sun’s eclipse
On heaven’s illumined dial plate!
No sounds the seasons make as they
Sueceed each other!
Nome as day
Falls full on earth!
Nor soars its spray
When night’s dark deluge doth abate!
O still, small voice!
Thy whisper wakes
More surely than though thunder breaks
To tell the year has fled!
:
By thee, from death aroused, I ery,
Give now my after life, that T

| over the land, have hitherto kept ‘our
| laborers in contented subjection to

‘May serve thee now as when, on high,
Unmarked the years shall live and die,
"And time, with death, be dead!
—Rev. W. M. Baker.

| agreed
- {heads

upon, a Methodist
the

movement,

other

local

It is said

that

the

short, crooked

Here,

these poor, much abusedheings are allowed
the fullest liberty. May be it predicts a
more liberal and enlightened policy towards
those still hampered by earthly . clogs.
There

are

several

of

these

large

streets

crossing each other

at right angles.

principal ones seem

to be those

has got into

It

The

literature ; it has got into the

universities; it has got into church congresses and clerical councils; it has got into Parliament itself.
It now remains only
that it should get into the Cabinet and the
Queen's speech, and its final consummation
would be close at hand.
There can be no

in anything so much
he has in this strike
borers. Itisto be
but little save an
thoughtfulness and.

elevated

road,

wide

In

seme

enough

parts

for

two

of the city

this elevation is eight or ten feet higher
than the part between it and the shop
doors.
Where this precaution has not been

taken, for a long

time after a heavy rain

another, by the aid
stones laid by some

of a few bricks or
philanthropic hand.

| We saw one venerable lady, of the tdwny
| hue, picking up the bricks from behind,
and laying them in front, paving her way
as she went.

| the water

‘has

After the rains are over and
run off a little, these ponds

are not so deep as to. prevent a cart from
passing, though frequently up to the hubs.
On each side of tis elevated road are
rows of booths fronting the shops. Be| tween the booths and shop-doors is a broad
sidewalk, also sometimes used by the carts.
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into holes between the stones, a foot deep,
are | jolting the passenger hearly to death.

since he was barn as
of the agricultural lafeared, however, that
incréaSing spirit of
independence will be

gain&d by an agricultural laborers’ Union.
Working men have struck all round and

doubt that the discussion of this subject in | have increased the cost of everything, and

our ablest literary journals as well as in
Parliament will hasten legislative decision
upon it; but what will most of all stimulate
progress and bringa speedy issue is the

formation throughout

the land of Church

Defense Associations.
When an institution is put upon its defepse, and begins to
strengthen its fortifications and man its out-

their higher

wagés go little if any farther

than the lower wages went.
Still it is
something to gain spirit and energy and independence, and the awakening of plowman and carter, of herdsman: and tiller of
the soil, is a significant sign of the times.

The old country, as Beecher would say,
has life in it yes, and sprouts through the
works, it is a confession of weakness, an JLrust.,
acknowledgment of the strength of the atParliament is occupied -with the Ballot
tack, and a prophecy of the end. . Slavery Bill, and Convocation will presently be disperished when the Southern states of your cussing the recital of the Athanasian Creed
Republic made a resolute fight for it, and in the services of the Church.
Nobody
the connexion between Church and State in appears to care very much for the Ballot,
England will the. sooner be severed now although the Hotse of Commons
has
that the Anglican ‘clergy are making a mustered strongly to show its opposition to
stand and a ‘battle for its maintenance. enforcing secrecy by penalties. The goy-

My, Disracli deprecated the identification

ernment adopted a suggestion to make

of the. Church of England

criminal the showing. of" the voting list aft.
er the voter had marked it and before he
deposited it in the Ballot-box.
But the
House defeated the government, and’ made
penal not the voluntary showing of the
vote but the compelling by intimidation of

party | when a nn

with a political

Church Defense

Association prensénted him with an address
in ‘his recent ovation at Manchester. But
in the opinion of many Conservatives the

old, political constitution is already gone,
and only Church and Crown remain to’be
valiantly defended, At present a portion

of the liberal party

are strongly in favor of

the alliance of Church and State, as indeed

any voter to show it.

The

Gladstone min-

istry is symewhat impétféd”in ‘existence

by the action of both friends and foes, and
catastrophies are possible which may place
v
I

vestige of the road to be seen.
tide the poor - passenger
occur. Getting off the

But wo be-

if such a mistake
elevated part the

to attract

- The

realities of

bolder relief every day live.

.

the shores of immortality, how much

old age. Young men look upon the
crepit and those who are retired from
activities as a pitiable company.
I
thought so myself, but I have altered

before;

not

in the way of fastidious condescension, but
in the way of frank and hearty fellowship.
We are of one blood, all of us. - So we say.
Professing democracy, we had better practice it. Among the laboring masses there
is much sore feeling; far more of it in Europe than here, but enough of it here. We

beautiful characters the names of the hong

or some motto. Between “the top of the
doorway and the bottom of the balustrade,
immediately over the entrance, is some de-

Tunocent entertainments must

be

delife's
once
my

mind.
From my experience of both ends
of life: thus far, I must accord the preference

to the closing period ; it is not a period of
gloom and dejection, but of unspeakable
pleasantness. Selfish and worldly passions
abate their heat to give place to serene re-

Malignities die out in the truly disto all that
sentiments.

one learns

provided

he would dismiss if he

that

could,

is followed

by thoughts and reading under

one’s con-

trol to be directed only to God, heaven and
truths that sanctify. Is it nothing that the
heat of a summer day is succeeded by the
bracing atmosphere of evening, or that the
turmoil of activity is followed by a night of
sweet repose and of happy dreams ?
The mind is never old. All of youth is
in its memories without the alloy accompanying them at that early period, and to this
treasured stock age adds elements of its
own which are often transporting.
Itis
said of Abraham that he ¢ died in a good
old age, an old»man and satisfied,” as in
Hebrew, showing a delectable state of
mind, which any man will feel on whom
old age has its legitimate influence.
We
discredit our religion by investing the closing period of life with so much gloom.
It
is a happy period, happiest of all, if it only
be found in the way of righteousness.—Dr.

Church in Watchman & Reflector.

:

for them. Museums and galleries of art
Country Clérgy.
thust be thrown open to them. They must
:
Yo
tp
i
be encouraged to take in good rewspapers,
It is one of the gloties of New England
and read good books. ' They must have at- that she has so many clergymen of various
And they must denominations, who all agree in. devoting
tractive places of worship.
not suppose that we are trying to make themselves to duties apparently humble,
them religious because we think it the cheap- but who, at the same time, when they hapest way of keeping the peace, but because pen to be men of religious genius, are liftwe truly respect. their manhood and our ed into the region of spiritual thought
own.
thyough the experience derived from the conThe higher classes, as they are called, scientious performance of their duties; 4nd
have got a great deal both to learn and to who spread the light and heat of their mediunlearn. First of all, they have got to
tations beyond the limited circle of their prilearn that great fortunes are great trusts. vate congregations, through
occasional
Proudhon said that
property is robbery.”
contributions to the press.
Nobody who
He was stung to say it by what he had
has not sat down, as we have often, at the
seen of the vices and follies of the rich.
firesides of country ¢* parsons,” and listened
Proudhons here will do less mischief than to their simple story of austere self-denial,
they have done on the other side of the Atself-sacrifice, and cheerful
self-help, can
lantic.
Wealth is more widely distributed,
realize the immense moral and spiritual viand our rich men are not all of them Dead tality they infuse into our civilization.
Seas, that always take and never give. But Taken as a whole, the ill-paid country clertoo many of us have been learning bad man- gymen of New England are a fountain of
ners and bad morals in Europg Foolish moral force, which can not be too highly
Americans, who have done us”no credit valued.
In a population more or less
abroad, come back here worse than they
swayed by material influences, they stand
went away. They profess to be ashanied
inexorably for ideas.
Some of these ideas
of republican institu‘ions. Enormous sums
may be wrong; some of them may be inadare squandered by them in ostentatious
equate to the needs of the time; but they
luxury. And they Lave poisoned the very
are at least-spirivual ; and it is, eonsidered
fountains of our social life. Sanitary meas- merely as a practical question, the domina-

ures are loudly called? for.

Extravagant

personal ' expenditures

be rebuked.

must

Public begtefactions ust be encouraged.
“ May we npt do what we will with.our
own?
No, you may not. You have neither the right to do what you will with
your own, nor is it safe for you to do so.
On a fresh continent like this, with a national temperament like ours, the march

events is swift.
in the saddle.

of

We can not be too quick
We can not:be too well

trained for our work.

Churches more

Events of the Week.

more

distinct our vision of hill, and dale, and
forest, and garden, and of all objects within the glorious view !
ssed be God for

pose.

but he possesses some means, being worth
perhaps, $50,000 to $80,000,

As we near

to think and read of a thousand things

We must all of us begin to. care for the
masses as we have never cared

and

bull of Bashan, but he makes it heard.
The subject of this sketch is not a rich man,

a

MASSACHUSETTS

——

ON THE

BEER

QUESTION.

Last week Tuesday the most of the towns
and cities in Massachusetts voted on the
question,

of licensing

sale of ale and beer.

or

prohibiting the

The result is not so

overwhelmingly in favor of prohibition as
many would like to see, but it shows that’

the temperance

sentiment

is

gradually '

growing in the Bay State.
Many of the
large cies, Boston, Springfield, Lowell,
&c., voted for beer,but the temperance men
gained two wardsin the first city over last
year’s vote, which is slightly encouraging.
‘Where there was no voting, prohibition remains in force as before, and.as several

towns didn’t vote, and as several that

did

and lowly. ‘vote gave a decisive * No,” there is still
The coercion of active life, compelling one left a grain of temperance-leaven in the

Higher wages all around are not the proper remedy. In most branches of industry
wages are already high enough, as high as
capital can stand.” The chief trouble is that
laboring people are not skilled in taking
Most of them are imcare of themselves.
provident and wasteful. They spend their
They lay up nothing.
money foolishly.
Somebody mustteach them that the capital
they covet is nothing more nor less than
If given to intemperate
wages saved.
drinking, they must be dissuaded from that.

| There are two gets of cart tracks, and those
farm | going up take the left, coming down they
their | keepto the right, seldom having “a case of

ported to have said that he had not rejoiced

feet to the right or left, where there is not a

can not-be too prompt in dealing with it.

an

|

or

the two East and West and two North and
South gates,
J
These principal streets are about two
hundred feet wide. In thé middle there is
carts to pass.

|

part

connecting

| joining, and wages are rising. It is rather | The straight broad streets, with horses
‘hard lines when a man’s wages are only and carts, donkeys and mules passing and
about 12 shillings (less than three dollars) repassing, make you almost fancy you are
English Correspondence.
{a week,. and he is forced to see wife and in a foreign city ; the beautiful shop fronts
| children work in the fields, when ‘the wife help to complete the illusion. The shops
DERBY, ENGLAND, April 22, 1872.
had better be at home and the children at are one-story, with a wide verandah ih
The movement for separating
Church school,
or else he shall barely have enough front, frequently as high as the top of the
and State in England has entered uppn its to find bread for his house. There are, no roof, or largely hiding it from view. Bepenultimate stage.
Since the year\1844
doubt, many . compensating advantages in tween the veranda, and roof is a gutter,
These verandahs
when at Leicester the agitation took shape his condition, such as low house rent, a ‘conveying off the water.
l-are
usually
surmounted
with
a balustrade
and form, this question has lived a troubled free or cheap garden-plot,
nkets and
and struggling life. It has been bandied soup and baby linen from societies which and the" entire front highly ornamented or
“about in parishes when the levy of church- parson and squire help to maintain; but elaborately carved and gilded. The signs
arranged over
rates was resisted and opposed.
It. has when all compensations are considered, the and mottoes i are tastefully
.
2
trembled for its existence at the hustings agricultural laborer occupies an inferior the door or in panels in the’ balustrade; or,
when candidates for Parliament haye set position and suffers more from straitened | as is frequently the case, three or four large
forth their political programme.
It has means than the ordinary workingman in | poles, twenty ag thirty feet high, are erected
triumphed in public meetings when enthu- manufacturing towns, No wonder that at on a line with,the verandah and the tops orsiastic orators have stirred the heroic souls of last he Las begun to arouse himself and de- namented and gilded. About ten feet from
Nonconformists.
At lengthit has yreached mand chigher wages.
Mr. Spurgeon is re- the top, panels are framed im, and bear in

another and a higher level of being.

raised

places two

do I find

.ciplined heart, to give strength
ip his cart in isbland and kind in the social
Tora.
Ambition relaxes ifs hold,
and
2 the sweetness of being meek

preacher

counties

this

some

steep bank into water five or ten feet deep,
and unable to extricate himself, the passen-

| masters notwithstanding low waces and | collison.” There is scarce atrace of paving
{ rude fare. But in.the county of Shake- | to be seen in any of the streets, except in
ihe city gates, where the cart wheels fall
| speare, Warwickshire, a ** strike” has heen

»

even

cart would be turned topsy-turvey' ows)

are intended to bewilder the spirits.

|

1 am afraid the ale-house will resist the
| taking away of its privilege more strenuously even than the Church.
A new thing under the sun has really
happened in old England. There is a stir
and a strike among agricultural laborers.
The bucolic mind is at last waking up to
life. The stagnation of ages is at length
moved.
Good health, want of education,
the rule of the Parson and the Squire, the
difficulty of combination. .among : men
| whose occupation scattered them over

Our coarse contrivances alike
Mark time with noisy tick and strife,

like a broad canal. The importance of elevating a portion of the street for a road
in

so many years

heavenly life come out in still bolder

was

three feet; and sticks were stuck up
to show where it was. We heard of people
being drewned in the streets of Peking,
and no wonder; by night or even in broad
daylight, the cartman might easily go a few

| pick their way between its shores aud the
{ walls, or to spring from one doorstep to

Wherever men erect a House of Prayer,
The devil always builds a chapel there,
And will be found upon examination,
The latter has the largest congregation.

which

true, and whose skill in giving rationalistic
and mystical interpretations of her articles

to | you meet with quite a pond inthe middle
| of the street; pedestrians may manage to

ale-house

street,

obvious, but

labyrinths of streets, in most Chinese cities,

into

pectations, how much

under water

where.

But 1
separation of Church and State.
think in all probability the Liberation Society is nearest its end, for it has no large
measures of popular resistance to overcome.
Move than a century and a half ago, refer-

God.

the main

son, Wayland, and many others, now

me onward and upward!

came into the cart, but these were nothing
to

he may address, or how many political
loafers it may contain, he does not falter in
with his speech. His voice is mot like unto a

on earth, sharing in their labors and ex-

reached the main street. We had passed
peveral deep ponds, where the water nearly
compared

r alcrowd
how Jarge
tongue ; and nd matte

When I think of Ide, Stow, Swain, Jack-

God, with whom I traveled

to be impassable, and -at length

On entering the - city gate, the broad ger might readily be drowned
straight streets. strike the eye very pleas- | 'the streets of the capital!
antly,
*
Peking, Sept. 12.
Fung-shuy could not have been in vogue
when Peking was laid out, or they adopted
The Social Problem.
another theory from that prevailing elsei
——

this movement, and far more enthusiastic
sympathy eulisted on its behalf than the
Liberation Society can secure for promoting

MAY 51, 1872.

he knew

was

PEKING.

they

thrown

The muleteer avoided the streets

was

Chinese Correspondence.

was such importance attached to the movejournals as to-day.
ment by the public

There-is

a cart.

We also went

Frederick Denison Maurice, whose love for
the Church of England was earnest and

was remarkable, will be a great loss to the

ings are held in all large towns; tracts and
pamphlets are freely circulated ;- and never

them.

The death of

church he served and to the causeof higher
education among working-men which he
had in large measure promoted.
:
THOMAS GOADBY.

agitation; petitions are poured into the
house of Commons in shoals; public meet-

of-returning,

O’er all the world the church spire rocks,
As swing the bells and strike the clocks
To peal the passing of the year!

What Convoeation will
of the church services,
to omit the recital of the
is somewhat doubtful.

omission of this-ancient and extraordinary
creed from the re
service of the church,

Obtain licenses and open liquor-shops at
the corners of every street in the land. The
United Kingdom Alliance are raising an
immense sum of money to conduct their

&~ When Agents receive premiums, no percentage
on moneys sent for the Star is allowed in addition.
2a We send no books out to be sold on commis-

Silent

out on Saturday to dine, going each time in

Conservatives

than the publicans deprived of the right to

Jacie evidence of intentional fraud.

The

general election:
do with its revision
and its proposal
Athanasian Creed,

the clergy

newspapers and periodicals from thé post-office, or
removing and leaving them uncalled for, is prima

WEDNESDAY,

ly, the liberal

men love the Church of their fathers,

whole amount, whether the paper is taken from the
eflice or not.
3. The courts have decided that refusing to take

privilege

see the state of the streets.

love * beer” more, and would ‘rather see

DECJSIONS.

with the

ed before the country is appealed to ina

be ackowledged that muchas some English-

y
1. Any person who takes a newspaper regularlor
from the post-office—whether directed to hisor name
not—is
bed
subscri
“another's, or whether he has
a
responsible for the payment.
he
2. Ifa person orders hs pore discontinued, coner may
publish
the
or
es,
must pay all arrearag
tinue to send it until paytent is made, and collect the

sion, or otherwise,

and penetrates into Parliament so effective-

communion and fellowship of the Established Church. Mr. Miall has given notice
of a motion to inquire into the endowments of the Church of England, and the
whole subject will next month be again
considered in the House of Commons,
The agitation for the Permissive Prohibitory Liquor Licensing Bill has reached a
similar stage, but can hardly be said, I
think, to be so near the accomplishment of
its end. It makes no small flutter among
polificians, and in the religious world it
widens its operations and deepens its hold
upon the people. But I am afraid it must

mustbe made in money or

charges

on Friday, we went ‘with him, expressly to

i ebritable when half the nation is outside the

ders, bank checks, or drafts, if possible. When
neither of these can be procured, send the money in a
All Postmasters are obliged to
registered letter.
register letters whenever vequested to do so.
Moneys thus sent will be at our risk. Otherwise
they will be at the risk of those sending them.
The

But it is hoped the Ballot+bill will be pass-

| long be tolerated.

$3.00 per yéar; or if paid strictly IN)D
-

REMITTANCES

contest waxes warmer

But as the

20

not a fire-eater, but lie has nerve as well as

Blessed Old Age.

men.

being carried through, the universities hav-

letters on business, remittances of
(
e sent.
All communications
Ashamed 1oF should be should be addressed to the
litor,
.

To

N amber
an

having urgent business that took him out

advanced Liberals, It must become a
party question speedily. Politieal reforms The High Church party strongly oppose any

Pablisher,

MB. BURLINGAME,

MAY 15, 1872.

us once more under Tory rule for awhile.

stand a firm and united body with the more

Offlos, 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H.

W

ave the Evangelicals and thé Broad ‘church-

+ wheel into line”

PRINTING = ESTABLISHMENT

satin

ac-

tion of spiritual ideas over the
of men that prevents the pauper

mere

greed

from plun-

dering the millionaire. The clergyman addresses and quickens the moral sense of his
auditors; in degrading property .as compared with grace, he sustains it as a beneficial power in our
and whatever else

advancing civilization ;
he may do, he at least

teaches and enforces the doctrine that property can not get to Heaven through cheating, theft and murder, as

many

cialists seem
P. Whipple.

to proclaim.—E.

sometimes

of our so-

cessible gpd catholic; ampler endowments
for our Feter institutions of learning;
wider ranges of study; more respect for
. Gratz Brown.
sign, several feet wide, and the whole science and the lessons of history; more
length of the shop, finely carved andy gild- good sense and more economy among the
» The Cincinnati Gazelle gives the followed. Sometimesa lake of lotus flowers or poor; more public spirit, self-control and
ing
verbal photograph of the ‘‘Liberal”
other scenery was’ thus represented.
self-denial among the rich; and with all
:
Confined by custom to buildings of one- the rest a sounder and better civil govern- Vice President :
B.
Gratz
Brown
is
‘a
slim
man,
under
story, the Chinese have contrived to make’ ment; these are the things we need. For
the best of their circumstagiees, and secured what we have had already, God be praised. the medium hight, with a pale, freckled
lofty and really beautiful and tasteful fronts. We have buildedewiser than we knew, wis- face, light gray eyes, and a largish head,
Our mis- covered with locks of a carroty hue, which,
"The cross streets, lanes, &c., are of very er than we have been ourselves.
are
and.walls
takes and follies have hurt us less than they in a governor, might be called auburn, if a
good width, and the houses
lead comb were used in dressing them, He
for the most part substantial. and good would have done but for the yigor of youthLis
quiet in manner, and has a cold, studious
We are. older now. In five
looking. Among the poor people are in- ful blood.
air
; but he can not be gd to be more than
with
up
laid
years
we
shall
have
rounded
out
our
cenferior walls and buildings,
mud instead of lime mortar. These have tury. And what have we to do in history? ordinary in appearance, As to ‘ability, he
suffered in the late rains, many of them What problem have we to solve for our- is politic and discreet, and speaks well, but
falling.
Ee
selves; and for all ‘the nations? Just this in public is said to aim at grandiloquence,
using big words. In this he is unlike eduThe system of drainage adopted and ex- one thing have we to do: make it plain
cated men in general, who use simple lanecuted many years ago, is said to be exeel- that'a well.governef republic is possible.—
guage, and for this he is sid to speak as if
nbglect,
to
owing
But
Dr.
R.
0.
Hitchcock.
lent and complete.
he had bolted a dictionary. He is a man of
A
Sled
on the part df the inspector of drains, these
saw
I
There is nothing that helps a man in his good English education, and is not unread
are nearly all filled up and useless.
laid
been
had
they
where.
them
conduct through life more than a kinowl- in the classics, though of the living lansome of
guages he knows only ‘a little German,
open; they had evidently been fine, substan- | edge of his own characteristic weaknesses,
tial structures. But the present gdVern- which, guarded against,become his strength, which is much spoken in his state. Gratz
ment-(?) has not vitality enough to make as there is nothing that tends more to the Brown, under’ his quiet manner, has a soaring spirit, and his ambition appears tobe
drains in the streets of its capital—no, not success ‘of a man's talents than his knowing
even-enough to keep them in ovder when the limits of his faculties, which are. thus unbounded. Be it that he has studied
made. The result is, that during the vio- concentrated on some practical object, One Cwmsar, a'small man with a big head, or the
lent and protracted rains which fall here, man can do but one thing well. : Universal first Napoleon, another small man with a
big head, certain it is that he iz ambitious
some parts of the city become nearly del- pretensions end in nothing.
as either of them ; but he hopesto win his
uged. One of these rains commenced last
The last words of the late Prof, Upham way by the pen, and not by that more
Wednesday night, and with little interrupha
pointed instrument, the bayonet, Gratz is
tion continued till Sunday night. A friend were, *‘ My soul is with God.”

State.

But on the whole, we fear the

beer

men have quite as good reason to rejoice
over the result as their opponents have.

ARMY OF THE POTOMAC.
~The fourth annual reunion of members of
the army of the Potomac was held in
Cleveland, O., the 7th.

The attendance was

large and enthusiastic, and as old comrades
grasped hands and exchanged greetings
there was a light in the eye. which told of
grateful recollections, as well as of joy that
these spring days are days of peace instead
of war. An eloquent and stirring address
was delivered by General Stewart L. Woodford, of New York, and a poem on Gettysburg was recited by Edmund C. Stedman. °
General Burnside was chosen President, for
the ensuing year, and a resolution was

adopted urging Congress to take speedy
and favorable action ou the act relative to
national

cemeteries,

so

that

soldiers

and

sailors of the late war may have a privilege
of being buried by the side of their comrades in arms. The next meeting of the
society will be held at New Haven, Connecticut, in May, 1873.
THE POLITICAL OUTLOOK.
Judge Davis left Washington promptly
upon the adjournment of the Supreme Court
for his home
in Illinois, and the report is
generally current that his withdrawal from
the labor ticket and the Presidential field
may be looked for at any time. Cincinnati
having dispelled his hopes and illusions, he
prefers to retire gracefully at the beginning
.of the contest. The confidence of the Greeley men at the Capitol continues to assert
itself more decidedly every day, and the
democratic leaning toward the Cincinnati
ticket is very plainly inereasing. The majority of predictions among both democratic
and republican Congressmen is thge—~the
democratic national convention will endorse
Greeley. The pressure from the southern
states for this result is becoming very
strong,—too

strong,

in

fact,

to

suit

the

taste of the northern element which claims
to rule in party matters. The nomination
at Philadelphia is also beginning to be
thoughtfully canvassed among republicans,
and the general aspect of political affairs
grows daily more interesting. The chairmen of the republican state committees of
Illinois, Iowa and Minnesota and of several

other

states were all in Washington last

week consulting with the political
concerning their future course.

leaders

THE EIGHT-HOUR QUESTION.
The question whether the pay of government workmen

under

the

eight-hour

law

should be equalized or not,—that is, whether those who had worked only eight hours
should receive pay-for a full day’s-work or
not,—was practically settled last Wednesday by the House concurring with the Senate in striking out General Farnsworth’s
nullifying proviso, and leaving the propex
authorities entirely free to make full settle-

ment with the workmen on the basis of full
wages

for eight hours’ work.

Thus

the

House comes back to the same position it
took on the first day of the session in adopting Mr. Dawes’s resolution,having precisely the same effect as the amendment Jately
agreed to... The President has also lately
instructed the proper authorities to recognize eight hours as a full day’s work by

all government employees, such as those
laboring in Navy Yards,quarries, constructing government buildings, &e.
DISASTROUS FLOOD IN INDIA.
A despatch from Bombay bring#. intelligence of most disastrous floods in the south:
ern

part of

British

India:

The

town

of

Vigitore, in the pregjdency of Madras, suffered terribly and many

were drowned.

of the

inhabitants

The number of lives lost

is given at one thousand. Fifteen thousand
inhabitants of the town lost everything
they possessed, the water having washed
away their houses and left them.in a perWhether the
fectly destitute condition.
or whether
rains,
heavy
from
resulted
flood

it was caused by the breaking of water-

confines, we are not informed. Just recovering from the famine that had invaded her

borders, India seems now to be devastated
by a new
The

loss

and
of so

nearly as merciless

a foe.

large a number of lives by

floods is something unusual. in the history
:

of those visitations.
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Commumeatons,

At this juncture

THE,MO RNING

my Journal

book

was

our troops before them as they

STAR,

no notes

were

made

of

the

ed in the Spirit of Christinvity. Thr

ould a flock

fol How efftive this, appes] bas

n.

prove

the hand and see the look of new-born man-

a tithe in comparison with Sheridan. In
that one strong man was the culmination of

grimage to Juggernath.
He procured
services of a fellow pilgrim as a guide
went to Pooree.
While there he had
other dream in which he was told to
the image of Krishna then before him

the to the denomination than the character of
and our rising ministry.
anThe time has passed when mere exhortation
take “ will feed cur churches and congregations.
and They demand, thought, deep, broad, comgo home, aad on reaching home his sight prehensive. ' They not only want this, but
would be restored. He took the image and there must be a vigorand vitality in it,

But while stopping at a certain

or they will fail to interest’and “instruct,

village on the way the image was stolen
and another put in its place. On taking up
the latter, to proceed on his journey, it
Spoke, saying, *“ I am not the image you
brought from Pooree, but. have been put
in its place; go in quest of the other image.” He replied, ‘ O Lord, how can I go
to look for anything, seeing I am blind ?”

or

collect and hold a congregation.
Those ministers, though godly men, and
very useful in their day and generation,
who moved the masses by their stirring appeals fifty years ago,could not a hold congregation now, because of the greater intelligence of the masses and the thought-food
in the multitude of books, quarterlies and
newspapers with which the whole people

Upop this his sight was restored” immedi-

their power.

In him was treasured up the

force that “pushed things” to victory,

The

Now, then, let the church see

to

it,

had

increasing demand for more thought, clearer
and stronger ideas, and our ‘ministry must

the

dreds of them are being raised froin the
accursed bondage to the intoxicating cup.
It has been predicted that this temperance
reformation would herald a glorious re-

true.

that

.

:

It is a mistake that will cripple us as a
denomination, and greatly retard our progress, to fill our pulpits

with

men

that

can

neither learn nor teach. Qur next genération of preachers ought to be men of broad
culture, extensive knowledge and large
reading, men mighty in the Scriptures, men

full of the Holy Ghost, “able to teach’ (2.

cun-

———

to perpetuate idolatry

for | interests of Christ's kingdom, the interests |
;
| and wellbeing of imperishable souls, are
WEDNESDAY, 29.
After resting during | eutrusted to their care.
Ifany theme should
the night at Amlagora, we passed ,on | be made impressive by its advocates, the
to Chatraganj this morning,
The stige | holy principles and great truths of the gos‘was a long one, and, tho ch we started { pel should be made so.
If any speaker
early, it was past noon before the carts should have power to convince. the reason,
reached their destination. . Madhu had fe- and stir to its lowest depths the human heart,
ver soon after arrival so he could do noth- and persuade men of the importance of iming to-day.
Purna and self had a good mediate attention to the principles and
hearing in the little bazar close by.
:
truths advocated, that man is the gospel
THURSDAY, 30. Visited a market 3 or 4 minister, Every man, whom God has callmiles from camp to-day.
It commenced
ed to the gospel ministry, is not only bound
early, so that we could do our usual mornto give himself to the work and be a minising work. I took the first turn at preach- ter, but he is most imperatively bound to
ing, ,and left the” ground to the native make himself a power in that calling, which
preachers who staid until nearly 3, p. Mm. shall be felt far and near for good.
The people listened exceedingly well.
Now, in order to this, certain things are
Fripay, Dec. 1. Moved on to Chandra- | indispensable.
ona this morning.
This is an jmmense
1. First of all, our ministry ought to be,
village containing, with several small vil- nay, must be, deeply pious.
Not mere prolages adjoining, about 2,592 houses, which,
fessors of religion. Their piety needs to be of
with an average of 5 persons to each house,
a high order. It must bé a living, growing
gives a population of 12,960. The two devotion to God. No man has any,justifiaprominent bazars of the place extend for ble reason to believe he has any ho
un- over a mile, not to mention several other
smaller ones which together reach a dis-

tance of nearer three miles.
So far as the
number of places available for preaching
are concefned it is a much more extensive
field than Balasore.
It strikes me as being
eminently worthy to be placed upon our
already long list of places available for future stations, centers of missibnary operations.
‘In the evening we preached in two
places in the large bazar. : At the firsta
portion of John 3d was read, and the hearers requested to give their views of the new
birth mentioned therein.

One of them, ev-

idently a leading spirit, said he supposed it
referred to the transmigration of souls as
taught in their books. - This was anticipated,
and the speaker asked him to explain and
prove that dogma.
He
said that their
books taught that the soul passes at death
into another body, either that of a man, or
beast, according to the moral worth of the
. soul; but declared himself utterly unable
to adduce any proof aside from his shasters. He was #sked what change was
wrought, by such a series of births,

whether

the person himself was changed or
body he inhabited. He replied, “
body; the soul experiences
no
An illustration was then given

only the
Only the
change.”
hy refer-

ne

And most es-

some ac-

count of the bodies previously occupied
by them, and, if they were, prepared to do
this, there would be an

on the subject.

end

of all

We then

told

them

that

of the

commended

flesh

is

itself to

their better judgment, and they listened
long and attentiyely to the preaching of the
truth. The new birth—its necessity, how it
is obtained and by whom wrought, were in
turn clearly laid before them.
The man in
front of whose store we were standing then

‘wishedus to pass on ; hé thought his chance
of sales was small while such
a crowd were

his door.
about ed
gather

Our next stand was at the

the same bazar, and

~ curing another. large

the beter, as it will give him a discipline

that will make him a stronger man.” The
energy of thought, and the clearness and
breadth of ideas will ‘be modified by the
thoroughness of his intellectual discipline.
There is the, material for the finest watchspring in the crude piece of iron ore, but it
has to be put through the furnace, and under the hammer, and

treated

to

the

whole

state it would always be simply crude ore.

in intellect, who are almost destitute

of

in-

broad intellects, to mold and
shape. the
state of society and give charhcter to the

If there is

anything

human,

that

is a great wealth of advantage to the church,

it is a pious

minister

of great

intellectual

This

can not be had without intellectual culture
and discipline. o
3. We'want men of earnest, thorough

investigation,

Men of thoroughiy digested

ideas, not mere echoes, or men whose reason

ipse dizit,

The minister must have knowledge, be a
careful observer, have his eyes dpen here in

this world, if he would succeed. If he
would feed others with knowledge, he must
know. If he would lead others to think, he

must deeply ponder the truths he utters till
they are like fire shut up in the bones.

No

man can speak effectively on any subject

It is the power of our pulpits that will en-

arose, and we were not heard as well as “able us to successfully meet the foes of our

we could have wished; yet the opportunity holy religion, and win a glorious victory.
much light was im- This principle received a forcible illustrae,
was a good onand

disparted. , A good numberof tracts was

| pased of at the cloge of our effort,

.of

I was recently conversing with

once he came almost to the point of falling,
he finally succeeded, to use his own words
again, ‘‘in getting the smell of rum out of
his garments,” and became a free man.

But he was not satisfied.

He had been a

man of social habits and had many warm
friends.
He had an impulsive temperament and drew men about him. He had
drank and laughed and cracked jokes with
scores and hundreds and thousands. He
had enjoyed their society and had learned
to love them for their many good traits of
character.

So

just

assoon as he became a

free man, his heart naturally went out after

in
-

a colored

his old companions.
has given his heart

immediately

As a’ convert who
to the Saviour,

goes

to his friends and tries to win

them to Christ, so this gentleman,a temperance convert, sought to win his friends to

presents of
and gather

they, too, are caught in the snare !
fill

up

the

dark

picture.

Already one of these schools, so I was informed, dumbers three hundred and fifty
children!
Surely, Rome is laying her
foundation stones in the 1ight place for
ultimate success,—beginning
with
the
children.
ia
Money and teachers. missionaries and
self'- denial are Joudly called for in this
vast field of Christian enterprise.
And
Normal Sckools and Colleges for the
colored

people

in

the

South,

ments for his funeral,

which

out according to his
The services,were held
ing-house in Lee, Apr.
ters were in attendance
the exercises. A hymn
mon in rhyme, Written

expressed wishes,
at the Union Meet8. Several minisand participated in
and a a
serby himself several

Rev.

of

with ‘such attentions paid their children,and.
not

These notices were signed by drinking men,

‘which to-day numbers over seven hundred,

of whom more than two-thirds were drink-

ing men.

Then Hallowell was visited and

tion at the battle

of

Winchester,

Gen.

| Sheridan was absent, and the rebels drove

of the

colored

and

. must

people,

is

to our Normal

Schools, south, must they

were

carried

John

Tillinghast.

married June

24th, 1830, entered

istry in 1831,was

ordained

for intemperance, and

look, very large-

ly, in time to come, for the supply. + Storer
Normal School at Harper's Ferry, West Va.,
has already sent out about twenty, and others will soon be ready. Seven-gighths of
these are Christians, and some ofthem conduct Sabbath-schools and religious services:
on the Lord's day.
Brethren and iriends, let us have the
means for our work.
This
institution
needs endowment.
Thirty thousand dollars in addition to its present funds, will

going teetotal community.

Bath was next

ten thousand, .and

furnish

a name

for

;
visited and joined in the good work. Then one of the College buildings ?
Friends
of
Jesus
and
of
humanity,
we
a large delegation went to Portland and
1
earnestly
invite
you
to
help
us.
ad
held a mass temperance meeting which was
:
‘A. H. MORRELL
a wonder in size and enthusiasm. Nearly
‘Harper's
Ferry,
W.
Va.
.
eu
five hundred signed the pledge tke first
evening.

Since

then, reform

clubs

have

and help us.”

.

Such are some of the results

most readi-

ly seen. But the work does not end in the
attachment of names to a pledge, Here is
a result that speaks with even greater emphasis. In the tity of Gardiner there were
open bars for the sale of liquops in the twe
leading hotels.. In one of these; ‘several
weeks since, the regular daily sales of liguor had fallen from twenty-five to two dollars! and in the other from thirty to six
dollars ! Now the business is about closed
up.
Like results have been attained in
Augusta, Many rumsellers have been converted and have become enthusiastic temperance men. The Reformers—this is their
name—are plecged to do all they can reasonably to suppress the sale of intoxicating
drink, and they have gone to work in ear-

nest.

fi

The work is progressing, and the reform
movement promises to become universal in
this tate, at least. So much has been accomplished since the middle of January;

for the future need not be
the possibilities

indicated.
They are large and may be
made realities.
I must not fail to notice one other feature
of this new departure. The reform movement was inaugurated and is now conduct-"

Rev.

Bartholomew Van Dame.

iTe was

gnative of Holland and came to

this county

when under, 12 years of age.

He v ent to Epping N. H., and found a home
with My. John Dow, with

whom

he

served

were at the ‘district

school, in which he

manifested an

aptness

for

comprehension

of the

learning,

and a

branches taught, that surprised and sometimes confounded his teachers. Afterwards
he attended a High School, and soon after
Strafford Academy was opened, in 1834, he
becamea student and wis a classmate of
Prof. J, Fullonton. He next devoted himself

largely to teaching, mostly in High Schools,

in Lee, Epping and Nbttingham.
came a public

exhorter

He be-

in meetings, and

about 1837 was licensed to preach.

In the

autumn of that year he had a school in Epsom, was invited to preach to the church
there, and sometime during the winter ‘Was

ordained. He continued a few. months,
soon united "with the church in Deerfield,
where

he

was

continued

a

member

till

death; but after this he preached only oceasionaily, devoting himself mostly to teach-

~

(by a cripple

girl).

‘Jesus

will

helpus any time of night, and the ways of
the Lord are ways of pleasantness.”
This
teacher has met with grand results from
this practice.

Let

the

child

give back to

the teachér what the teacher has given to
the child. 1 have had bushels of such papers from my boys.—8. 8. Workman.
Wno

Snovrp BE LIBRARIANS?

The li-

brary starts several questions of some

per-

plexity. Among them, the S. 8. World
names one that we think is novel, but not
unimportant :
5
It is a common practice, to select as librarians of the “Sunday-school young men
of good moral character, who are not professed followers of Christ, henc®

are

unfit--

ted to be. teachers,
A reason for this is,
doubtless, the gpparent desirableness of interesting these young men in the Sundayschool work, and the hopeof retaining
them

at

the

from

the

library, when they would not

be retaibed in a class.
practice is, to shut out

an

But a result of the
these young men

benefitsof Bible

study

and

the

b, }

An instance might be named, where

entire school

was

special presence that

ties.

so revived by God's

mains

are deposited in the

by.

his ‘body to the grave, named
should

the

advantage, and not set them outside of the
house whose door-posts- and lintels are
blood-sprinkled, when the angel of death
passes the street. If the library distribution
shuts out the librarian from a place in a
Sunday-school class, then only a disciple of
Jesus should be assigned to that “position
—one whose soul will not be risked by the
assignment.
In some places a middle-aged
Christian man who is not in all respects
suited to be a teacher, is very properly ap-

place

be, called

pointed librarian.

all lis

it be looked to,

hé said,

and

‘if

his

if he Tails in bringing

them up to their work as the successfu
general leads his soldiers to battle. He
must be earnest; he must be enthusiastic,
and work with a single eye to the salvation

of the little ones, If that principle enters’
prayers, his speeches, the

ittoo.

Let

Eph. 2: 5; Acts

and 2 Chron, 23:

now

14.

commonly

11: 15;
used

for

26: 80, and John 2: 19, 20,

REASONABLE is only used once, and “ap‘parently means logical. Rom. 12: 1.
Recep,

used

in

Luke

5:

properly translated in the

27, is more

margin

*‘ place

of receiving.”

RELIGION anciently had a narrower sense
than now, referring more to form than spirit. Acts 26:5; James 1: 27,
REMEMBRANCE is used for memento, in
which sense it is used by Spenser and other
early English writers. Isa, 57: 8.
REPORT means reputation in Heb. 11: 2;
Acts

10: 22.

:

REPROBATE means that
bear a test, Jer, 6: 30, 7

which

does

not

REPROVE appears
{0 have its secondary

medning, to put again to the test, to refute,

or to disprove, in
REQUIRE means
now to signify to
REVERENCE, in
word

in

the

Job 6: 25.
request, though it is used
demand.
Ezra 8: 22.
Heb. 12: 9, is the same

original

gard in Luke 18: 2—4.

5:83 is the

same

that is translated ve-

word

Reverence in Eph.

translated fear in

Rev. 11:18; 15! 4, and elsewhere.
this (question | REVEREND is a strong word; signifying
with brains ; worthy of reverence,
or awe-inspiring,

his school to Christ, and inspiring his
teachers with the sane sentiment, leadin

teachers will feel

16: 80;

means ranks in 2 Kings

REAR is not

Large atwe must be earnest ourselves.
tendance, good order, and glorious singing

into his aims, his

Num.

raise, as in Ex.

but not with brains only, but with hearts.
If we want our teachers to be earnest,

amount’ to nothing

quake.

Lev. 5:8;

school will be "ie " If he seeks excellence of discipline and takes satisfaction
in ‘good order, at the word of command it
will be, “ Eyes right, toes out.” He will
have success wherever he seeks it. All this
fay be domeapd no souls saved,

brains, sir
So in answering
we must accomplish this work

to

RANGES is derived from the French rang.

you didn’t ask for nothing, you didn’t get
nothing.” Thave an idea that the earnest
superintendent will accom liaFjas what he
endeavors to accomplish. < If he wants a
large attendance, he will have recruiting
officers all over the neighborhood,

BmLE GLOSSARY,
QUICK is used in its
nearly obsolete sense of alive. It is allied

| rank, and

J

me,”

+b

10: 42; 1 Peter4: 5; John 5: 21.

Mr. Maynard.—I have in my store a
faithful, good-natured man who.is continually levying small contributions upon all
his friends. I asked him how he managed
told

that in the choice of a Sun-

°

Com.

mother

bet-

But

* Not a cloud did arise to durken his skies
Or hide for a moment his Lord from his eyes,”

—

the

day-school librarian a barrier is not put between a sinner and his Saviour.

He leaves an only brother, an only sister,
a wife, two sons and two daughters.
they mourn not as those without hope.

In other cases,

ter practice prevails, of so distributing the
library that no work in comnection with it
goes on in school hours. At all events, let

ly * fell asleep.” Truly, ‘Blessed are the
dead that die in the Lord.”

“My

*‘to dwell in the tents

the’ best gifts" for those whom we would

near relatives around his bed, gave them
in turn an affectionate farewell, and quiet-

it.

v

or a librarian in the

of wickedness,” we should ‘covet enrnestly

“Bro. Tillinghast was a good man. He
possessed a wonderful memory, aod a
mind well stored with useful knowledge.
He was benevolent to a fault,a good reason-

his grave

i

Sunday-schoel, than

\

where

“

-in. the house of God,

cemetery mear

almost

«While itis better * to be a dforkeeper’

.

was attendéd at that placé, and there his re-

him

inscribe

this principle on his banner, nail it to the
cross, and never haul it'down,

as in Ps, 111: 9.— Christian Banner.
i.

Bap LancuAGE. , There is as much connection between the words and. the thoughts

as there is between

tions.

the thoughts

and ac-

The latter is only the expreskion of

the former,

but they have a power to react

upen the soul and ledve the stain of corrup-

tion there.

A young man who allows him-

self to use one vulgar or profane word, has
uot only shown that theres a foul spot upon
his mind, but by the appearance of that

word

he extends

that spot and inflames it

till, by indulgence, it will pollute and ruin

Mr. Wells.—This is his key-note. If I the soul. Be careful of your words as of
want to lead my teachers to a more ear- your thoughts, If you can control the
nest seeking the salvation of scholars, I tongue that no improper words are promust

lead

them.

Teachers

will

not rise

nounced by it, you will soon be ableto con-

higher than the superintendent. . Myself trol the mind, and save it from corruption.
fist !' Thave this todo: Iam to ask each’ You extinguish the fire by smothering it or
What knowledge have by preventing bad thoughts bursting into
teacher personally,
you of the spiritual conditionsof each of language. Never: utter a word ahywhere

ing. He lectured some on temperange, your
scholars?” I asked teachers definitely
anti-slavery, &e.
:
after twenty-five scholars, last evening.
Soon after 1848, if not fn that verr, he | Some of the most tilling i i I have
“

Jesus”

and re-

till he was 21 years of age. Not far from the
time of leaving that home he experienced a syd celebrated
painter was asked by a
work of grace and connected himself with younger one what he mixed his colors with,
the ‘F. B. denomination.
His educational and received: the cutting answer,
With

privileges in Epping

think
they have
taught them the

previous Sunday, - Here, are some of them
on the lesson from the 3d of Zechariah, * I
must get the robe of righteousnesson me”,
‘1 must not think there is tinie enough to
gol iton by-and-by, but I must get it when
am young." “We must learn to lean on

tist church, and assistant pastor. His funeral

secured to

us

a slip of paper, what they
learned from what she had

every unconsided in the city of Providence, R. 1., where verted scholar was an anxious inquirer,
his early life was well known.
He erected when the Young librarian, one of the most
a free church on Federal Hill in that city; influential and attractive youths in the enpublished a religious paper six or seven tire community, stood out by himself, light
and careless as ever, -busy at his work of
years; was a charter member of the Roger selecting books and ‘checking lists during
Williams church, and resided in that city all the precious Sunday-school hour, while
about 30 years, He was a member of the others were weeping, or praying, or studyWord of God, seeking
first Temperance Society, the first Anti-sla- ing earnestly the
and
finding
forgiveness
of their sins; and sc,
very Society and a leader in all the moral re- when the harvest was past and the summer
forms in the city,
ended, he was not saved, but only the more
He removed to Pa. in 1853, with his fam- unimpressible and hopeless, because of his
ily, and settled at Factoryville. He was a passing unmoved through that peculiar seazealous worker in the cause of Christ, and son of God's converting grace. His case
is not a solitary one.
Such examples
instrumental of many comversions.
He was should have weight with those whe counsel
a worthy. memberof the Tuscarora F. Bap- young men as to their Sunday-school du-

place it on a solid financial basis.
We
have good buildings,—free from debt ! Very
recently a brother in the State of N. Y., of
more than fourscore years, has

of

this individual scholar to Christ.
One
teacher asks the children to Diag her, on

the min- | "Win.

in 1833,

Seeking to Save the Scholars.

noted

ently enough

born in Kent Co., R: I. He embraced Christ | been so misdirectedby those
who wished him
as his Saviour and found: peace in 1828, was | Well as to prove the means of his eternal

organized a club, which has been the means | excellent farm! Who will imitate the spirit
of transforming the town into a thorough- of this aged man? Who will give five or

a town

distinct leading

Rev. John Tillinghast died at his resi- | the position of Sunday-school librarian has
| stood in the way of many a noble young
dence, in Factoryvijle, Wyoming Co., Pa.,
| man’s conversion, and that his willingness
April 21st, 1872, aged 64 years,
He was | to do something in the Lord's service has

S. $. Department.

field,

before the teacher—the

advantages of personal counsel from faith| ful teachers, and thus to lessen the proba| bility of their spiritual connection with the
| people of God.
It may well be feared that

the trustees fifteen hundred dollars in his

her reform club numbers over two hundred.
Then a party went one cold night to White-

°

was then borne quietly and reverenily tots
resting place in Epping.
JOSEPH FULLONTON,

their teachers, the church is quite sure of
its victories.
Parents, also, are delighted

need

He

ed for his tombstone, also his own-production, was read to the company.
The body

them into schools. Once in those schools,
and under the kind and fostering care of

1

had

beyond.

After a few remarks from each of several
clergymen present, then an epitaph intend-

influence of the Romish chupeh. Neither
moneydnor workers are wanting for such a
purpose. A sharp and effective policy is
adopted. They hunt up the children, especially the poor, make them
pictures, clothing, books, &e.,

was

years since, were read, and the hymn sung.

religious

Freedmen

tp the writer, he

houses of their

them every week. ~
- Mr. Wells,~—It is not

His peculiarities appeared in the arrange-

woman, who had visited Baltimore and
to touch intoxicating liquors of any kind. { witnessed some of the efforts made in that
After a severe struggle, in which more than
city to bring the colored people under the

been inaugurated in Richmond, Auburn,
tellectual vigor simply for the want of Lewiston, W. Waterville, and calls are
thorough mental discipline.
coming to Mr. Osgood and his co-workers,
We need, not only pious men in the minfrom all parts of the state *‘to come over
istry, but we need capable men, men of

we succeeded in se- that live and burn.
Disputes

millions

said

as to what

selecting the Bro. to preach the sermon, the
one to assist, appointed the deacons to bear

inspire

upon which he has not thought deeply and
patiently, {ill he is inspired with his subject
other end ‘of and his whole being is alive with thoughts

andience.

the

tronble

constantly increasing,

for their opinions is somebody's

is born

a

and the curiosity of people was aroused.
The meeting was held, and eight drinking
nigh to God in prayer. His praying should men signed the pledge. Meetings after this
be real asking of God, pleading earnestly were held frequently, and an enthusiasm
with God for the blessings needed, not in was enkindled.
Scores signed the pledge
form only, but in heart and spirit and truth. every evening, until in the city of GardinBut this is not all.
;
er alone over five hundred, nearly all of
"2. He should be a man of the broadest whom were drinking men, had signed the
intellectual culture that his age and circum- pledge. d=)
‘stances will allow.
Not that it is necessary
But Mr. Osgood, for this was the gentlethat every minister should have pursued a nian’s name, did not stop” here. He, with
Collegiate course, but if his age and circum- others, went to Augusta, and after earnest
stances will allow it, a College course is all work succeeded in starting a club there

for, * that

which

words, ‘“ from

He should draw

power and great force of character,

This thought

expressive

ten years’ drunk,” and resolved never more

wants of
America.

providence

and

s

the free schools

not

the dogma was a flagrant error.
There is
but one tatural birth and but one natural
death, and after that the judgment; and
even if their foolish idea were true it would
avail us nothing spiritually, for repeated
natural births could mot purify the heart,
- flesh.”

to use his own

Maine, ¢ waked up,”

in the

condition

after a few

which he does not possess.

dispute - .¢hurch.

Of course no one could say

a word in reply.

In August last, a gen-

in Gardiner,

church,

the

tendencies

~ scholars at the

died in Nottingham; April 8, aged 64,

—

by

consumptive

his people with a depth and strength of piety

not occupy, so the minister can

There afe men who have the latent ability

They were then requested to give

tleman

God,

mistak-

er, a strong man, a kind fathér, an affectionate companion, an ardent friend.
He made
all necessary arrangements for his funeral,

growing older all the time but had himself
experienced no other cifange.
He stated

distinct regollection of

temperance efforts.

the Christian

place, by

not be left without
the most ample
facilities for prosecuting their all important work.
The demand for teachers in

process of severest refining before itis the
finest of steel. If it was ‘left in its native

each of His numerous
Tesidegggs, though
e
‘some of them were thousands of miles
apart, and several had not been visited for
many years, and hé was fully prepared to
answer any. questions respecting them.

nd

less he is growing iff grace.

the past few weeks to the new departure in

uckley.—I have found great hel

personal power can be exerted,
Take a year for it, and meet a portion of

vere, yet, as he

and Catholicism.

%

ork—a result attributable
at earnestness of the teachers,

{

at the N. H. Y. M. at Great Falls, in the

no

.

pecially is this true of the minister of the become temperate.
gospel. The whole church ought to he deHe conversed with them, but his success
voutly pious, but the minister qught in this was not large for some time. At length,
respect to hold the same relation to his peo- one morning in January,before people wére
ple that a teacher should hold in knowledge out of their beds, he went about the town
to his scholars. As the teacher can not lift posting notices of a temperance meeting to
his pupils to an intellectual hight he does which drinking men were invited to come.

ence to dne of our number who had changed his residence many times, and had been

that he had‘a mo

“an account of the
png children to Christ
rs of the teachers

teachers,

He was a close student and in notes of
what he had read a vast amount of information was put down. He had eccentricities,
but nothing was affected.
In speaking he
was often powerful, coming down like a
thunderbolt with invective, biting sarcasm
and logical reasoning, that for a time
seemed to sweep away infidelity, vice and
crime,
In his last illness his sufferings were se-

[*

New Departure in Temperance.

|

Mr, Van

months laid him aside,

be prepared to meet this demand.
Recently some of the leading religious
If there is.any place in the world where
BY GEORGE S. RICKER.
journals
of the country have very properly
ningly devised fables of the Brahmins. there is a demand for men of giant intellects,
Efforts in behalf of the temperance ¢ause called the attention of Protestants to the
Does anysone inquire why they invent and
who can use the English ‘language with have not ceased yet. Men whose lives have systematic and energetic
efforts being
circulate such silly stories ? The answer is | force and vigor, that place is the Christian
been largely spent in warfare against in- made by the Romish church for the consimple: They know how credulous and su- | puplit. If there is one place above an other
temperance are far from satisfied with the version of the Freedmen to that faith.
perstitious the common people are, and how || where truths should be expressed in the
results already attained. Much has been
Such facts should be repeated; and the
easily they can be persnaded to go on pil- most impressive and powerful manner, that
accomplished, especially in’ Maine.
But warning they suggest should ring out in
grimage to such shrines; they also know | place is the house of God.
If afy class of] Maine has been the banner state ; and even trumpet tones through every Protestant dethat, once assembled, it is very easy for | men should have clear, large, and sublime |
here there is room for reform. When open nomination
of our
broad
domain, and
them (the Berfmins) to draw money : from | conceptions of truth, that class is the gospel | bars are kept in the principal
hotels, it is echo across the widest oceans, until all the
# them.
This is the real object, money for ministry, .as they have to deal with
the | pretty evident that there is opportunity . for lovers of ‘the pure gospel of Jesus hear
the purses of the Brahmins.
Demetrius | greatest. and grandest truths ever spokenby | reformation.
and heed the call to duty, imposed upon
still lives in every village in India, and uses | man, and, as§ ambassaders for Christ, the
Our attention has been directed within
all his influenee
money.

the condition of indi-

many facts, which he embodied in a lecture
and gave in several places after returning.

with

Freedom from the intoxicating cup is not
the true freedom.
¢ If the Son therefore
shall make you free,ye shall be free indeed.”
— All honor to the men who have so successfully prosecuted this noble work! All
honor to ‘the cause of teniperance and the
men engaged in it! But let not the work
end here. Let the reform be more radical.
Let those men come to Christ. Let them
be freed from servitude to sin, then shall
they be free indeed.

Freedmen

enslaved.

ing a door, he fell into the cellar, which
seemed to hasten his end. Spinal difficulty

It has commenced) in Gérdiner, and

movement far nobler.

and colleges afford, if their age and: circum-

the

evening, at his stopping

those who have the ministry in view, if they must follow in other places as a logical
possess the native talent necessary to make and legitimate result: of the other reform.
a good minister, receive, especially, the Ad-{ The platform is good already, and the
vantages afforded by our Theological School, movement is a noble one. But the platand all the other literary culture our schools form may be made vastly better and ‘the
stances will allow.

freedomjof

. He suffered much
by illness several
times, and seemed near death. Last June,

ligious work, and the prediction is proving

Tim. 2: 2), workmen that need not be
ashamed, ready to every good word and
are supplied.
His progress is not to be lessD. S.
ened in time to come, but there is to be an work.

stolen the original image, secured it and
broughtit to this place, since which time
great wonders and marvelous cures bave
been wrought by it.
This is only one of the ten thousand

have occurred while thus

Hon.J. P. Hale was also in fe Se

Dame made many observations, gathered

hood that overspreads their faces.
They,
aré men, not brutes; and, thank God, hun-

failure-of an enterprise can generally be
min of the Rai family, resident here, was intraced to either the ignorance or weakness
. formed by God, in a dream, that he would
To every thoughtful and observing F. of its leaders, Thisis as true of the church
*““pecover his sight if he would go on pil- | Baptist few things seem of more importance as of any thing else.

who

1

Washington, Congress was in sess
. In the Senate were Webster, Ca
un, Benton, Jef. Davis and other note

amount ‘of discussion.
The tour was an been 10,000 fresh troops thrown into thie
No, wit with Mr. Giddings of Ohioin the
exceedingly pleasant ope, and the labor was scaleof battle,they would not have weighed: It is a real pleasure to grasp these men by, "House, were sounding their bugle notes for

E. C. B.A.

ately, and he followed the thieves

9

itéd

rest

much enjoyed.
. May the Master graTuEsDAY, Nov. 28.
The history of the «ciously accept and establish the work of our
:
:
celebrated jdol Krishna Rai’ was recited to hands,
us, and guns as follows :
Many, many years ago a poor blind BrahOur Rising Ministry.

departed.

MA

a8 wen,
men of nob
of sheep, but his return turned the tide of are recognized
of opr, tour whieh continued
for six battle and changed an ignominipus defeat, ities, men
with ‘souls to be saved,
or seven days longer with the usual into’ a crowning victory. If | there had are appealed to as men, and it is ‘wond
full, so
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must not be that
The preacher's language
of the class-room, but of all classes; not of
the university, but of the universe. Men
who have learned to speak from books are
"of'small worth compared with those .who |

—

. The day is Thine,~
The long bright summer day,
From the first dawning hight till evening closes,
And all ts erty binds gid blooming roses,
iy

fohe day, 0 Lord, is Thine.
The night is Thine,~
The long dark winter's night,

ogling0 Yard,stareIs repslior,
by hos Bight,
ut,rhe
Thine.
ngs

powerless with

Is also Thine, when we
Must work while life doth last for our dear MasOh, that our sluggish feet could travel faster
?
And we with readier service give to Thee
Our life’s fast-fleeting day!

plain speech, which it is certainly not.

h That darker Sigh
Is also Thine, O
Lord

-

utterly beyond our reach or comprehension.
How can we know him ? And not knowin
him, how can we have any feeling towa
him ?
In the simplest words, and with the most
perfect confidence,the Apostle John tells us :
“ We love him, because he first. loved us.”
We are to believe that in the Divine nature
there is the same element which in us is
exercised toward our friends. We are to
understand that in God it exists in a purity
and inteusity corresponding to his superiority to us, yet is, in its essential quality, the
same emotion with which we are familiar
in ourselves.
Men are under a Divine administration
as a child is under the administration of
the family. The child comes into the world
and

unconscious,

and

both for granduer and simplicity of style.
We need men who will speak so that they
can be understood. The plodding multitudes will never be benefited by preaching
which requires them to bring a dictionary
with them to the house of God. Why should
they be required to work on the day of rest,
in order to get at the minister's meaning?
Of what use is it to them to listen to spreadeagle talk, which conveys to them

gense ?

no

The Reformation banished

known tongue

from

the

an

clear

un-

reading-desk;

we

need another to banish it from the pulpit.

speak for English

I

people, an: demand En{there be mystery, let it

ish preaching.
be in the truth itself, not
the preacher. We must
ers. . Yet plain speech is
| pulpit. Judging from

|

in the obscurity of
have plain preachnot common in the
many printed ser-

| mons, we might conclude that many preach-

{ ers had forgotten their mother tongue.

The

| language of half our pulpits ought to be
bound Rand and feet, and, with a mill-stone

smiles

and
all manner of endearments,
about its neck, cast into the sea; it is poisknown only to mothers, are lavished on the oning the “wells of English undefiled,” and
little unperéeiving - thing. All the workings worse still, itis alienating the working classof the household are planned with refer- { es from public worship,
ence to its comfort. The father toils all day
It is a very proper thing in expressing
with a new motiveto provide for his child. one's sentiments among students and scholThe mother gives her strength and health, 4rs, to use those teachnical phrases which
if need be, a glad offering. And father’s
been collected from all languages, and
and mother's thoughtS already reach far have
enerally accepted among the educathd.
out into the future,
They look forward
to the manhood or womanhood of this child,
and, rwith longing and prayers. that may

French, and other tongues, have

not be uttered, seek to forecast forit.a joy-

ful and victorious life.

shades of meaning

their hearts beyond the power of words or
thought to give expression, what unutterable love and yearning go out toward the

Saxon can not compass;

And down deep

he

in

babe, whe lies unconscious of it all!

us

Latin,

words

the

which

Greek,

the

convey

German,

fo

which

the

all given

the

learned,

the less plastic

but to the mass

of

people such speech is to all intents and purposes, a foreign language. The Latinity of
some preachers reminds us of the ‘old fable
ofthe Pe thief perched in an apple tree. The

Yet ere long the atmosphere of brood- owner of the orchard tells him to come
‘ing tenderness kindles an answering life. down, but his words are laughed at, He
The baby comes:to know its mother’s face. then tries turf, but the rogue is not dislodged.
It smiles back at her. Its arms reach out
At last he throws stones at him, and the boy
for her embrace. And presently the words
s soon at his feet, Now, the devil does not
“ papa!” “mamma!” come from its lips; care for your dialeets and eclectic homiletics,
and was there ever such music as those fee- or Germanic objectives and subjectives;
ble sounds bring to the fond ears that list- but pelt him with Anglo-Saxon, in the name
en to catch them! Then come on the later
stages of childhood. Powers of thought of God, and he will shift his quarters.—
and feeling awaken, And all along, the Spurgeon.
:
thing
which is most real and sure to the
child is the comfort and refuge waiting for
Faith.
it in the mother’s arms, and upon the father's knee. “In its ehildish fashion it pays
them back their love. Yeét how little can I Dr. F. W. Krummacher relates this beauit measure what is in their hearts! How
ory of faith, of Rev. Mr,
small a part it sees of the provident care tiful and sim

EA

' that is exercised over all its wants of body
and mind.
Fatherhood
and motherhood

mean a hundred times more than the child
can ever know.
5 §
Now, in just this way men are under the
fatherhood and motherhood of God. * They
come into-a world which has been preparing for them through ages. Their wants
are supplied through wonderful agencies
of nature,

the

instruments

yond man’s finding out.
a world of

best only

of wisdom be-

Around

beauty that their

begin to take in.

riences which come

arrangement

All the

to them

intended

them lies

senses

can

at

expe-

are by Divine

to lift them

up to-

ward manhood.
All sweet human affections, the love of father, and mother, and
wife, anehild, and friend, are expressions of

of God’s love, which inspires them al! and a
them,
So w®arethousand fold transcen
encompassed and set round on every side
with his’ mercies and tenderness. Our natures ean no more fully interpret and measure them, than the baby can measure the
father’s apd mother's love for it. Our noblest moods, our’ Bi ghast conceptions, fall

earth, an®buds begin

to swell, and

a faint green clothes the trees ; and so slowly, with storms and set-backs, yet steadily
advancing, all the glorious beauty of summer comes in, with song. of bird and wealth
of blossom and fruit;—so .in our lives
should the inshining love of God quicken
ipto life a responsive love, ever
growing,
and revealing itself in all
purity, and
sweetness, and nobility of living. But
grow as far as we may, we shall never in
this life, not even in our brightest moments, feceive more than a glimpse of that
full disclosure which God. will hereafter
make of himself.
:

We are like the baby that lies sleeping

in its cradle beneath its

mother’s

eye.

As

she guards its Slumbers, Lier face lights up

at noon, the

servant

through the room, with

passed

several

times

an anxious counte-

nance,in order, unobservedly,to beckon her
master out.
Henke, however, was not

aware of her meaning, and only reminded
her, at last, that it was time to lay the
cloth, The servant was perplexed, and re- 1
quested her master

to her for a

to step out

minute. “Sir,” she began in a mournful
voice, ‘you wish me to lay the cloth! but
don't you knew we have scarcely a piece of
dry bread in the house, and you sent your
last penny té a sick person this day?”
«Ah

answered

Henke with a

‘*‘is

smile,

that all you have to say to me? Do but lay
the cloth as usual, it will be time enoug
for the meat when we sit down to table.”

The maid, not a little astonished, did as she

fot

am

“ Now,”

but

then

known.”

says

Paul,

shall I know

That is

the

“I

know

Men were ofall

——

There are many such; and this is every
way deplorable. It is to be deplored because

half-belief

dishonors

God.

God

so

loved the world that he gave his only begotten and well-beloved Son. There was |
nothing

half-hearted in that.

knows that

ever

they

existed.

They are faded and gone- like the flowers

that once pleased them in the sweet summer fields and gardens of long ago. ©O ye

sons of men, how all the

past is swallowed

up by the black night !

hat

think

ye of

in

even as also

knowledge

that waits to break upon us. And the coming to that is what we eall death.—Christian Union.
:
:

be lost.

be reasonable?

You can’t

afford to

ate salvation, is not for such an one as you;

that it were modesty in youto be content

You can live only once,

and

after

that must go to the dead and have no more
any portion forever in anything that is done

cometh not of him that calleth

uated

this; itis not God's

** Come

unto me,

rest.”

He says,

teaching.

all ye

and are ‘heavy laden,

the

A

dishes

to

=2

Henke ordered a

Hiled:

Et

and

then

looking

unin

ginning of this century,

Where

are our

prayer he
it came.

offered,

and

HAMPION

TERM begin

Moulton Rolls,
Most

from $2.7 to $3.50 per week.

Cogs.

Easiest

;

Miss L. D. Moore,
Miss E. L, Gordon.

Board; including

that

Holds Firmest;

Metal Journal
‘ CASTING.

NO WEAR
TUITION from $5

and I will

give

*If we confess

our

you

sins,

:

r term.

years ago the Trustees introduced
partment, which has been very
Course,

of

admissio

Several

PROVIDENCE TOOL COMPANY,

a Commercial Desuccessful.
It is

6ml

:

E.C. LEWIS,

VIRGINIA

After the Chicago Fire:
GRAHAM, PERRY & (0.
REAL ESTATE AND LOAN AGENTS.

Sec,

New Hampton, N. H., March 15, 1872.

WEST

COLLEGE.

Ar FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA
This Institution .offers to students important and
peculiar advantages.
For particular information,
sond for a Circular to,

Of all the money we had placed on loan, we have
not lost a SINGLE DOLLAR, even in those cases
in which the buildings were consumed and the Fire
.
Insurance companies have failed.
NOW IS THE TIME TO INVEST

' REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M., President.

WHITESTOWN

SEMINARY.

The summer term of this institution, will open
March 25. Six complete courses of study for both
sexes, in which students are Jrepaa for college, for
teaching and for business,
Over fifty graduates annually.y

At the close of the evening, as the young

husband and wife stood alone together before the parlor fire, Horace made confes-

sion to Maggie on this wise:
]
“Do you know, dear, I wanted to put
off having.prayers till after Aunt Jane had
gone?

Was 1

ashamed

of Jesus

or what

was it?”
Maggie looked up in great surprise.
“Why, when you were in the army, were
you ashamed to show your colors?” she asked.

“No,

I was

proud of them; proud

to

flaunt them in the face of the enemy.”
+ And Aunt Jane is not an enemy,”

Maggie.
“1 have always

had

this shyness,”

Horace.

‘for

in ordinary

said
:

It is strange,” said Maggie,

ly;

said

thoughtful-

worldly matters

you

are not shy.”
‘“ But don’t you think it is natural to conceal our deepest, most sacred thoughts and
feelings ?”
‘“
Thoughts and feelings are one thing,”
said Maggie, *‘and acts are another. It
seems to me it would. sound very oddly for {
a soldier to say

deeply in his
colors.

that

his

heart that

patriotism

lay

he must

so

hide his

“Yes, while it had so little

you could hide it.

But how

vitality

that

much of a se-

cet did you make of it when you stood at
my

side and

love,

———

In one of our Eastern towns there lived a
man who was a bold leader in all opposition
to religion. He delighted in finding out all
inconsistencies in the lives of Christians,
and was sure to publish %hem through the
whole neighborhood. This seemed to be his
chief delight.

honor,

proclaimed
and

that you

weuld

me

death

cherish

till

For some

his mind to remove to

reason

another

country. Meeting the pastor
one day, he said, after passing
utation : “Well I suppose you
am going to leave town soon,
probably be glad of it.”
“Glad

here, and to place on loan.

468 Wabash Avenue Room, 5.

part

of

the

of the church
the usual salknow that I
and you will

“you are one of our most useful men, and I
think I shall hardly know how to spare
ou.”

:

This took the man all aback.

He

didn't

know what to make of it, and asked,

‘‘How

isthat?™
“Why,” rejoined the minister,
can’t be a sheep that gets a foot out

‘‘there
of this

fold, but that you will always bark from one

end of the town to the other. I really think
you have been one of the most useful watchdogs that I ever knew.”—Parish Visitor.

Golden

Can it hold its peace ?”

fe

No infallible oracle out of the breast.—
Hedge.
:
;
b
We do not count a man’s years until he

has nothing else to count.—Emerson.
The wealth of a soul is measured by how
much it can tell; its poverty by how little.

—Alger.

nal bliss, if it did not

offer

me

new

prob-

“I never knew till now whata coward lems and difficulties to be mastered.—
1 had been,” smd Horace. “I positively Goethe.
i
thought that I had shrank from
betraying
It is not disgraceful to any one..whois]
‘my love to Christ,—for I do love him, Mag- poor to confess his poverty ; but the not exie !—becausg it was so sacred a principle. erting one’s self to escape poverty is disthink now that its poverty and its in- graceful.— Pericles.
fancy kept it back.”—Mrs. Prentiss.
# He only is advancing in life whose heart
is getting

A}

softer,

whose

blood

warmer,

whose brain quicker, whose spirit is enter-

Forgiveness.

ing into living peace.— Ruskin.

Trust him little who Silty

praises all

God has a mother's patience for the err- alike; him less who sneering y censures all
ing. If one does wrong, first his associates alike; him least who is coldly indifferent
in life cast him off; if he goes on in the to all alike.—Lavater.
We gain nothing by being with such as
ay, his busipess partner casts him
he goes on, his best friends cast "him ourselves. We encourage one another in
I am always longing to be
0
But after all thers have cast him off, mediocrity.
where does he go? Who holds no grudge, with men more excellent than myself.—
i
and forgives the last time as well as the Lamb.
Nothing lives in literature, but that
first ? Who sits by the murderei’s counsel
all through the long trial?
Who tarries which has in it the vitality of creative art;
the longest at the windows of a culprit’s and it would be safe advice to the young to
cell?
Who, when all others think ill of a read nothing but what is old.— Whipple.
man, keeps on thinking well of him ? = It is

his mother. God
she be still alive!
she begone ! And
in which she used

the wanderer,

sarcasin,

and Billingsgate,

and caricature, and they tried tittle-tattle.
There was one thing they did not try, and

A soldier in Engthat was forgiveness,
land was brought by a_sergeant to the
colonel,

** What,

Skill, wisdom, and even wit are cumulative; but that diviner faculty, which is the

ing the man here again!* We have tried
éverything with him.”
¢ Oh! no,” says
the sergeant, “ there is one thing

you have

not tried. I would like you to try that.”
‘ What is that ? said the colonel.
Said
the man: ‘* Forgiveness I” The case had
not gone so far but that it might take that
turn,

and

so

Board and Tuition at the same rates as formerly.
: wil the friends send us some students for this
erm
;
M..E. SWEAT, Sec.
iN
N. Parsonsfield, Apr. 14, 1872.

" NORTHWOOD

says the colonel, “bring:

the

colonel

said:

* Well,

done so and so.
«I have no ex-

some are now ; some marrying; some following the past generation to the grave.

« We have made up our minds to forgive
you,” said the colonel. The tears started.

cuse, but I am very

sorry,” said

URE

the

man.

The

SPRING

TERM

mence on WEDNESDAY,

SEMINARY,

of this’ Institution
March 6, 1872, and

will comcontinue

thirteen weeks under the continued charge of Ar.
BERT SAVAGE, A. B.
:
Vii
{
All the usual facilities offered to those
pursuing
studies in any branch of an Academic Edudation.
Charges moderate. For further information or Circulars address the Principal.
:
——

Jan.
?

April 1, and closes

Monday,

adress, N. TT
WANTED,—

fine Scripture Illustrations to any Book Agent, free
PUBLISHING Co.
of charge. Address, NATIONAL
Philadelphia, Pa.
1m18

For the Sabbath School.
Price.

NEW BOOKS, CHRISTMAS, 1870.

Full course

of study.

:

M.

"

/

The Trustees take this opportunity of publicly ad:
knowledging the recent Gift of a Library and Chemical Apparatus,—amwounting in all to about $500,—
from the Rev. R. Van Dame of Nottingham, N. H.
'
THOMAS TUTTLE, M. D, Pres,
_E. 8. TASKER, Sec.
Northwood, N. H,, Feb, 19, 1872,
8

THE

MYRTLE.

This semi-monthly, published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment, for thew
use of Sunday School scholars, was enlarged
and much improved about the first of April,
1869. It is printed on paper of a very superior quality, and its mechanical excellence is
equal to that of any other paper of its class.
All communicitions intended for. publication shouldbe addressed to ‘ THE MYRTLE,”
Dover, N. H.

10

°. All orders and remittances for the paper
should be sent to L. R. BURWINGAME, Dover, N. H.'
TerMs.—Single copy, 30 cents a year
Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20
cents each,—payable in all cases in advance.
PostaGE.—The postage on a single copyof the Myrtle, under the new law, is 24 cents
a year; and no™more on 10 copies or any
number between one and

Dep’t.

half a term, except oh

account of sickness.
Half terms commence at the
beginning and middle of the term.
he price of board, in clubs, varies from $1.60 to

$2.00 per week.

100
100

LR. BURLINGAME, Dover, N. H,

Miss ADDIE SAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, Painting, Wax-work and'Wood Carving, .
MRS.
J. F. STEERE, Teacher of Music.
D. M. WAITT, Teacher of Writing and Book-Keej-

ing.
No deduction for less than

100
100
100

Blue-eyed Jimmy ; or, The Good Boy,
Johnny Jones, or, The Bad Boy,

.

FILES, Associate.

125
200
5

50

Dr. Lincoln,

Child Life ip Many Lands,
Ruthie Shaw; or, The Good Girl,
Nattie Nesmith; or, The Bad Girl,

Spring term commences Feb. 7, 1872.
Summer Term commences April 25, 1873.
GEORGE B. FILES, A. B., Preceptor.
Miss NELLIE KNOWLTON, Preceptress.
Mgrs. AROLINE

-

Building Stones,
Hours of Christian Devotion, Tholuck,
Alice Benson’s Trials,

rank

Terms,

125+
125

Hester’s Happy Summer,
One Year of my Life,

Furnishes College, Preparatory, Normal, Academi-

Ladies’

$150

The Judge’s Son,

CENTRAL INSTITUTE
PITTSFIELD, ME.

‘

1.50

Lute Falconer

and culture: .The public lectures of these institutions
are invaluable.
)
Lasew
A. M. JONES, Sec.
:
ton. July 2. 1871.
'

cal and

$1.25

Short-Comings and Long-Gbings,

scanning, &c.
The location of the sehool sof near
the College and Theological School, affords advant-

weeks.

over £50
ible containing

Xllustrated Famil

Ancient Geography, Ancient History, Algebra and
Geometry.
Special attention is given to reading,
declamation, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,

MAINE

fort JOHN 8. C.

.
FREE TO BOOKP: AGENTS
of our New

We will send a handsome

ers and pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schoels where so many kinds of work are done. The
students are faithfully drilled in the Latin and Greek
languages, aiso in English Grammar, Arithmetic

of a higher

swl7

4w18

The special work of this school is to fit students for
College, and it is open for both sexes.
The school

students

CANVASSERS

BOOK

.

e as

es,

, New Jersey.

ABBOTT'S New Work,v1z : “The History of Christiananity,” Illustrated.
and must prove a 4
ular
, Boston, Mass,
Address, B. B. RUS iA Pub!

Tuition $25.00 a year.
L. G. JORDAN, A. B., Principal,with three Assitants.

ages of association with

new a

0 entirely

day.

1, 1872, and

E. EUGENE WADE, A. B,, Prin. of Normal
Miss L. MARIA SIMONS, Associate.

Words.

i

Samples sent free by
5000 AGENTS WANTED.
op iL with bering $0 lens on go hi io per

The Quiet Hour.

SUMMER TERM begins
Monday, June 24.

CHI CAGUO.

¢

45tf

LATIN SCHOOL.

SPRING TERM begins Monday,
closes Friday, March 22.

“ve

OFFICE AT PRESENT,

being composed of only one department, a thoroughhe made up/| ness in doing their work is secured from both teach-

of it! Why, no,” said the minister;

Dear Horace, let us show ours.”

¢ But, Maggie, in those days when I secretly loved you, I could not have spoken
of it to a living soul. I hid my leve with
the most jealous care.”

NICHOLS

Useful Watch - Dogs.

B.Y

11 Warren St. N,. X., FHOYEPENCE

two

Send for catalogue to the Principal or to

He

labor,

Working

CURVED CLAMP

and ‘wi

In well-re

Durable

Double Spiral

:

gina April 2,189, ‘and

AP. 8
o
H. M, Willward,

ExPENSES.

1872.

INSTITUTION.

A.B, MESERVEY, A, M., Principal,
J.N.Rand, A. M,,
=
MissT. A, R.
A
W. E. C. Rich, A. B., Mins itter. Dov,

wondered whence

countrymen and countrywomen of that day?
Their life was warm in them once. Some

~

NEW

he is faithtul and just to forgive us our sins 7. Ahé Boarding Hall has been refitted and ‘furnished, and placed under the care of the principal,
under the sun.
Then, after death, the judg: and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness.
Terms moderate. Send for circular.
ment. No wonder your cheek blanches.
It The blood of Jesus Christ cleanseth from all
J. 8, GARDINER, Principal,
sin.”
He
says
that
it
doés
this;
not
that
is a fearful thing to fall into the hands of the
Whitestown,N. Y., Feb. 1, 1872,
it
will
do
it
at
some
future
day.
If
yeu
do
living God. You would shrink from letting
PIKE SEMINARY,
your nearest friend know all {ign past life; not fully take him at his word, you are but
Do not deceive yourself
THE WINTER TERM of Pike Seminary, N. Y., will
but all things are naked and
open to the a half-Deliever.
Dec. 6, 1871, under a board of competent
eyes of Him with whom we have to do. wit the notion that it becomes you, con- commence
instruction.
:
He is
greater than our hearts, and knoweth scious as you are that you are still very sinPer order,
ful,
not
to
assure
yourself
of
being
reM.
E.SHEPARD,
Pres.
Board of Trustees.
all things. Texts sound at times like storm
For consider, it is
bells, deep and terrible, in your conscience, ceived into full favor.
HILLSDALE
COLLEGE.
— “The
worm
that
never
dies,’ ’'— not your repentance, not your obedience,
FacoLry:
“Quter darkness,”—*‘Depart, ye cursed.” better or worse, that procures the favor,
sacrifice of Christ. With REV. DANIEL M. GRAHAM, D. D., President.
0, brother! no excuse, a
no excuse. but the "atoning
“
RANSOM DUNN, A. M., Prof, Bib. Theology.
It is a matter of eternal life or death with Christ, his doings and sufferings, our God
« SPENCER J. FOWLER, A, M., Prof. Matheis entirely pleased. He tells you so,.and
thee.— Sunday Magazine.
!
matics and Nat. Philosophy.
warns you not to seek in some improved GEORGE MCMILLAN, A. M., Prof. Ancient Lancondition of yourself, that ground of justifiguages.
HIRAM COLLIER A. M., Prof. Nat, Science.
Showing our Colors.
cation which he finds in Christ alone. You F.
WAYLAND DUNN, A. M., Prof. of Rhetoric and
are indeed sinful, more
sinful than you
Belles Lettres.
:
Aunt Jane had come to have a simple think ; but sinfulness is no excuse for de- H.LAURA ROWE, A. M., Prin. Ladies’ Department.
ALEX.
C.
RIDEOUT,
Prin.
Com.
Department.
little dinner with Horace and Maggie.
It laying for an instant to accept the full for- W. A. DRAKE, Instructor in Penmanship.
cost’ Horace something to take
down the giveness. tendered to the penitent believ- GEO. B. GARDNER, Instructor in Drawing and
Pa nping.
family Bible and sayc¢ ‘We have made er.
J
W. CHASE, Instructor in Instrumental
up our minds, Maggie and I, to have - Half-belief is deplorable; because it makes MELVILLE
and Vocal:Music.
:
.
prayers directly
after dinner, Aunt Jane, a weak, vacillating
character. Christ and JENNIE de la MONTAIGNE, Teacher of French.
and she says visitors must make no differ- his church are calling for strong Christians,
CALENDAR, 1872.
March 20—Spring Term begins.
whose strength is joy in the
Lord. Halfence,”
June 20—Commencement,
But when he* had said it, there stole over belief” excludes this joy, and leaves the soul
September 4—Fall Term begins.
him such sweet peace as he had never garnished and made ready for an. army of
December {—W inter Term begins.
Both Aunt doubts and fears and miserable forebodings.
For College Catalogue apply to
| known in all his life before.
:
L. P. REYNOLDS, Sec. § Treas.
Jane and Maggie caught its tone in the —Congregationalist.

voung man, you have
What is your excuse P”

were caring for their young families then as

NEW

North Scitdate, R. T., March 13: 1872
> %» Prin

you,” in other words, an enemy hath insinsays:

on Monday

omplete courses
of study for both sexes,

He gave his

therefore please him that you should take
up with anything
less than full salvation,
immediate salvation.
My dear friend, be not deceived with any
representation that full salvation, immedi-

persuasion

Providence Wrin.erg

INSTITUTE.

continues ten weeks.

Half-Believers.

i

LAPHAM

The SUMMER ER TERM
Api
TERM will
Ww commence

The SUMMER

bless her gray hairs if
And bless her grave if spiritual eye, though it may be trained and
bless the rocking-chair ‘sharpened, can not be added to’ by taking
he
servant,
at?” the astonished
smilingly
.
And bless the thought .— Lowell.
sit!
‘to
said, “Well, have you still anything to ob- cradle that she used to rock! And bless
Better is he who is above temptation,than
ject to our kind entertainer
So God, our he who, being tempted, overcomes, since
she used to read!
These, says Dr. Krummacher, are facts: the Bible comes
God leaps to the latter’ but suppresses the evil inclinato the rescue.
Mother,
but such things can not be imitated. Tt is
the tion stirring in his breast which the former
Alter
certainly easy to order the cloth to belaid; take charge of a bad case.
%
got through, the has not.— Alcott.
have
doctors
other
but nothing is accomplished by that. Howin. Human symcomes
Physician
héavenly
ever, if you possess anything of Henke’s.
does not amount to
faith, then do not hesitate to order the pathy at such a time
of the Church,
: Academies. &ec.
cloth to be laid. A Royal Host will pro- much. Even the sympathy
does not amount
often
say,
to
sorry
am
I
vide the feast. . .
and
harsh
to much. Ihave seen the most
NORTH PARSONSFIELD SEMINARY
bitter treatment on the part of those who
The fUMMER TERM will commence on Tuesday,
.
hh
;
who May 14th, and continue ten weeks. *
professed faith in Christ gh
The Inévitable Hour.
on
tried
They
erring.
and
were wavering
M. K. MABRY, Principal.
;

particular had happened,

It is hard to believe that we have lived ag
with a smile that, much asit tells, hardly
The child thinks the old
begins to express the affection that yearns long as we have.
within her heart. The ¢hild wakes and its man’s life an age; but the old. man‘ looks
. eyes eateh its mother’s face beaming above backs on it as a hand-bréadth. Yet we qanit, and it smiles back' and stretches its: not bringjourselves to realize that it will soon
hands toward her. ‘So, at times, we wake
be over. The moment given us is to last
,to a sense of God, whose love broods over forever: But it was the same with the genus. ‘But our fullest sense of him tells no erations that have lived before us. Yet where
larger part of the feeling in him toward: us, are the busy crowds that filled the world beii the smiling baby knows of its mother's fore we were born? They had their days
heart.
:
filled with as many cares and occupations-as
The fuller revelation shall one day be ours have, Go back no farthr than the begiven,

.

forgiveness.

‘should us part, in such a decided ‘I will?
Whoever has a kindngss for me may be
that everybody in the church heard it?”
assured that I have twice as much for him.
Henke:
:
Horace swiled. *¢ Yes, and I would do — Hawthorne.
:
;
A Christian friend eame one day to this it again!” he cried, *‘if I could get a
See the sack open before you. buy what
man of God, who unhesitatingly invited him chance.”
is in it, for he wko trades'in the dark asks
to dine with him, although he*knew, not what
*¢ And if our love to Christ has in it real to be cheated.—Sp :rgeon.
he could set before him. When the bell rang life and. force, won't it speak out just so?
I should not kno + what to do with eter-

was told. ‘Let us take our seats” said the
‘friendly host, with a cheerful countenance.
They sit down to the empty table, and the
far helow the ineffable reality. We are to worthy
childlike max, offers up a prayer.
open ourselves to these things. We are to On his saying, “Amen !"the
door-bell is
take the thought of God into our lives, and
rung, and there is a basket with abundance
letit grow
there. As .when the sun draws of food, which a néighbor had felt constraindaily northward,
the spring. comes into the ed to send to him. Cun, as if nothin
barren

and no one

It is no common risk,

indelicacy, it is, as a whole, perfection itself,

in-

significant of living things. It comes to
parents who are infinitely aboveit in power and knowledge and the capaTity to enjoy
and to suffer.
Yet, from ‘the very first, al.
the knowledge and all the-power of the parents become servants to the child. There
is lavished on it care amd tenderness a
thousand times beyond its power to comprehend. Its only conscious wants are those
of ‘the lowest animal. It desires but food
and warmth.
But how much more is given
it! Its clothing and adornments are lovingly wrought into beauty of which the
child can ~have no perception. Kisses and

+

the clowns and the giants.

your irony.

Quit your tittle-tattle, and try
—Rev. T. DeWitt Taingage.

the exchange. The fairs had their buyers
and sellers, and their gaping crowds ‘0 see

in such a case, can excuses

way; and there are other people in the
world to be considered besides these. We
ae confident that, ordinarily, coarseness is
weakness and ought to be avoided ; and we
should no more
think of preaching the Gos1 in the slang of the thieves’ kitchen than
n the jargon of the Neologists. The Gospel's apples of gold are worthy to be carried
in baskets of silver. Language should be
fitted to the dignity of the subject. The most
truly dignified
language is, the simplest;
Simplicity and sublimity are next of Kin.
Gospel
simplicity is equally removed from
childishness and coarseness.” Bunyan’s English is as pure as it is plain. Our grand
old authorized version is a model of speech ;
though marred hére and there by an antique

has always been a wonder and a myshow there could be dealings between
and his Creator. God seems puta
long way from us, by the simple fact
he is unseen. When we call him In-

the most feeble,

on

have you? But what if'it be not admitted
where alone it would be of value? Besides,

with them there may not be a moxe excellent

finite, that word seems to denete something

-/

Ad-

granted that a Shice of vulgarity may adapt
a man for special service among navvies and
costermongers, we question whether even

The Divine Love.

It
tery
man
very
that

ey met at markets, and churches, and

Quit

mitted that coarse man has his sphere, it Jourse)ves delaying to make ready for the that you shall by and by be saved, when
nevitable?
:
:
;
is equally certain that he is unfitted formany
You have Something say for yourself, you become better than you now are. “This
other spheres of equal importance.
If it be

sweet sleep to the beloved givest;

For while they needs-must die, Thou ever livest,
And o'er ™y dear ones keepest watch and ward,
ill darkness ends in night. .
agazine.
— Sunday

’

masses;

weakens their testimony.
Anglo-Saxon
speech, homely, plain, bold, nervous, forciblo. never fails to move the English heart.
At the same time we do not desire a race of
coarse men, men who regard slang as bein

ter.

When Thou

the

when similar hideousness
adopted by evangelic divines;

And life’s brief day

-—

siped with the neighbors on the latest news.

casm wien a mau falls,

treasure. He meant to provide
renders them Where are they all now? Not one of thém, ‘choicest
but. I-mourn or hardly one, but is a Jie Bos gone for- eternal redemption for us. He did provide
dF Speech is ever from the light of the sun! Their mem- it. He is able to save to the uttermost all
for it assuredly ory has long ago faded from among men, who come upto God by him. It can not

cause their learned clatter

.

glo

sk)

deep

hrough the

he rested the hammer on his anvil and gos-

market lang
,» said Whitefield ; and we but to cozen you. They were feasting in
know the
. Irejoice in the Latinity the great man’s house, and watering a crust
t,—
and Germanic jargon of certain schools of with tears in many a poor widow's
po r orphans had among them.
pedantic and pretentious intpllectualism be- all that the

:

Hushing our birds to sleep, our flowers conceal«.

heaved the anchor, or drop-

learned from their mother tongue—the lan- kinds then as now. . Here, you had an honguage spoken by men around the fireside, est fellow that would put himself about to
n the workshop and in the parlor. “I use serve you; yonder, one who had no thought

:

us 8a;

beau

en

its

And all

ivhistled as he cut. the fur-

row ; the saflor

2

The next thing we need in the ministr)
now; snd in all time, is men of plain speech.

Night and Day.
rr

He had never heen accosted in that way
before. His life was reformed, and. that
d it, to his
fdugh *Yo ho I" the smith was was the starting-point for w'positively Chrised at his forge, and wiped his brows, as tian life. O Church of God ! quit your .sar-

The plowman

of Plain Speech.’

Men

Ladies’ clubs as well as gentlemen’s

10, when

sent to

ne address, than on a single one.
The
postage is payable at the office of delivery.
The volunie begins with the first number in
April. Orders are solicited.
:
No percentage is alloav®d on money sen
us for the Myrile.
Sample copies will be sent free on -application.

are formed.

Boome and board in private families at reasonable
rates.
:
Send for Catalogue to the Principal.
tig, A. FARWELS Secretary.
WEST
The

SPRING

LEBANON
TERM

weeks,

will

commence

TUESDAY, Feb. 6th, under the instruction of
A. N. MARSTON, A. B., Principal.
Miss. H. L.. STEVENS, Preceptress and Teacher

Fifteen hundred copies of this the
first volume, have already been sold.
This number is nearly half of all that
have been printed. This simple amnouncement is sufficient to show that
others think the work a good one and
that they appreciate it. At this rate of

of Instrumental Music.
Wa
K. A. BAKER, Teacher of French and Draw=

g.

TUITION:
,»,
-

Primary Course,

Common English,

/ ®%

Higher English,

Languages,

Penmanship.

-

-

«

.

.

.

2 lessons)

Instrumental

.

= -

-

“

(10lessons)
+

opportunity

«

will

.

.

$4.00

4.50

.

5.00

- 6.00

1.50

usic (20 lessons)

4

Use of Instrument,»

An excellent

-

-

~“.

=.

-

.

.

be

-

sale this whole Edition will soon be off

- 8.00

500

our

2.00

given those de-

attention

given

to

those

preparing

dersare

for

\

College.
be obtained in private families

at

$3,00 per week, or pleasant rooms furnished to those
wishing to board themselves.
b
“
JOHN H.SHAPLEIGH. Sec.

LYNDON

Exp

$6.00

iy

per

and

MOUNTAIN. SEMINARY,

WATERBURY CENTER,
Faculty:

C. A. Mooers, A. B., Principal.

VT.

Mrs. E. C. Smith, G. A. Stockwell 3
E. C. Sinith,
fies
Lizzie Maxfield, LH. Butiorfield.
Calendar:
SUMMER TERM opens April 80, 1872,
.
Board may be obtained in private fighilies at $3.50
jer week, or rooms may be 0
ed for self-boardng, at Toagonuble Tals.
2
a
omplete
courses of
or both.sexes.” Special
attention
given to those fd
to take a thoroueh
course in
Music.
»
For further particulars, addressthe Principal.
2
i”

3

96 cts;
single
dozen
$1,00,
Orders

N. H.

Premium.

To any person sending us three new
subscribers, with a year’s subscription
in advance, $7.5, we will send, post
paid, the « Crrticar, GREEK AND ExN-

GLISH CONCORDANCE, oF THE NEW
J Testament,” a work of the highest
— value to all careful students. The reg-

|

SPRING TERM, opens Feb. 18, 1872,

want it at the

Dover,

washing,

A Fine

GREEN

may

are solicited, and will
promptly filled.
ddress
L. R. BURLINGAME,

course of study; and no pains will be spared
Trustecs to ma 8. the school minently
bY the
confidence and
patronage
of a
aud A Liveral education. Pd
nso ft Shorough
enew
Institution
bu
is afine bri
granite structure, ot beautiful architeottyro. and
ample: accommodations; and is located on an emiJoules oveHooking the villages ol Lyndon
Center and
yndonville, and someof
the
enery of the valley of the Por,
ndagaps A
SANBORN¢ Tyeus and Sec,

Lyndonville, Vt., 1871,

who

following rates, viz:
Single copy 10. cts: one dozen copies,
one hundred copies, $7,00.
Postage on a
copys 2 cts; the same on two copies; on a
copies, 12 cts; on one hundred copies,
which is to be paid b, the purchasers.

neh

NSES.—Board, including room

3

AN iy GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:

to be supplied to any

‘term. Fr

y

solicited.

This annual which has beeome so essential to
-every reader of the Star makes its appearance
promptly poy the first of October, and is ready

A. 8. Denison, P.H. D., Natural Science.
Ive
Miss Mary C. Bradford; Preceptress, Mathematics
and Rhetoric.
Miss Sagah E. ne} French.
’
rs. J. C. Hopkins,
Music,
Drawing amd Painting.
Miss Ellen A. Perkins, Penmanship:
ing
Calendar :
Spring term, of 10 weeks, begins Feb. 20, 1872.
Summer term, of 10 weeks, begins May 7.
Fall Term begins Aug. 27.
No
Penmanship

Postage,

‘The Register for 1872.

Faculty :

TUITION, from $4.00 to

$2,00.

¥

LITERARY INSTITUTION,
"LYNDON CENTER, VT.

J.C. Hopkms, A. B., Principal, Latin and Greek. |

Music and

Price

of, the
Biblical account of Man’s Creation.
tested by Scientific Theories of his Ori ay
unity,
By Josepn P. BHOMPSON,
b. D., LLD,
ne vol., 12mo, Price, $1. Will be sent prepaid by
post, on receipt of price, by
*
:
LR. BURLINGAME,
86
DOVER, N. H,

BOARD:
Good board may

hands.

extra, 24 cents. Special terms given
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shall, no, longer

be

|| exom ted from jnst taxation.

SDAR, MAY 15, 1871.

that awaits these surging throngs? Or why

Thus it preaches to men

should we be so anxious to prevent Grant's

by the

who are “forced

sermon to stop their cavils,

Here

ye demand thet the employment of defeat, and offer so few helps to such as ave
Never before was the demand for L$ vital,
| che 2
in Congress,in State Legislatures,
in the army, navy, and militia, and in pris- threatened by infinitely more’ disastrous ‘practical, working Christianity so strong as
ons, asy lums, and all other institutions sup- failures? Does the work of making Presi- now. Never before was the world so ready
WEDNESDAY, ) MAY 15, 1872.
ported by public: money, ‘shall be discon- dents bear any closer relations to ‘the wel- to accept such service as proof of a divine oritinued.
fareof the race than the work of saving gin. This going about doing good among
GEORGE
DAY. Editor,
3. We demand that all public appropria- souls? Has either of the gentlemen althe most wretched and needy
an argu\
‘tions for sectarian educational and charitaready or to be nominated, any: royal seal ment which convinces and + Ty and at the
ble institutions shall cease.
= All communications designed for publication
4.
We demand that all religious services upon his person that we should so loyally same time it gives vitality and vigor ta the
should be addressed to the Editor, andrall letters on now sustained by the Government shall be rally about and support him? It is well
faith, clears away doubt, broadens the wing
busmess, remittances of money, &¢., should be adabolished; and especially that the use of enough; indeed, to be interested in the of prayer, makes God seem close at hand,
-dressed to the Publisher.
v
the Bible in the public schoolg, whether os- election of such officers, and then either of
fills the heart with peage and the lips with
tensibly ‘as a text-book or avowedly as a
these
nomiirees
‘Will
make
a
better
Presisinging. Let out churches take a more dibook
of
religious
worship,
shall
be
prohibRadicalism As arédsive.
dent than almost any one from the masses rect and resolute hold of this sort of service
ited.
—prine

:

5. We demand that, the St

The Fadex, a radical paper in the special
interest of Free Religion, published at To-

the President

of the

United

gn

by

States, or by

of whom we speak, but would n't it be just

as well to get up some enthusiasm in bethe Governors of the various states, of all, half of these masses ?
i
ledo, Ohio, and edited by Mr. F. E. Abbot, religious festivals and fasts’ Shall wholly
We submitto every church in the land,
cease,
has been greatly excited and thoroughly
<6. We demand that the judicial oath in that it is neither as wise nor as earnest in
roused by the effort to secure a formal rec- the courts and in-all other departments of the use of its proper means of salvation as
ognition of God, and perhaps a quasi en- the Government shall be abolished,antl that are the political parties in their special
dorsement of Christianity, in the U. S. simple affirmation, under the pains and work, of which parties ‘also the churches are
constitution. Though that movement was penalties of perjury, shall be established in |.a part. | pet-any one of usgry for an hour
its stead.
never. supported by any considetable frac7. We demand that all the laws directly or to estimate the money that will be used
tion of the Christian people of the country,
indirectly enforcing the observance of Sun- during the next six months for campaign
though it was openly opposed by a large day as a Sabbath shall be repealed.
purposes, the vital and physical energies
8. We demand that all laws lookingto
majority of the religious. papers, though it
that will be exhausted if not wastddwrhe
was never in the way of achieving any- the enforcement of *‘ Christian morality” timely management and the shrewd and
shall be abrogated, and that all laws shall
thing like success, and though its special be conformed to the requirements of nat- desperate attempts to elect the chosen canfriends and champions had a sorry and bel- ural morality, equal rights, and impartial didates. What in Christian effort correligerent time of it at the convention held liberty.
Shr?
sponds to this?
Our missionary efforts,
9. In short, we demand that, not only in
not Jong ago in Cincinnati, Mr. Abbot
our
Sunday
services,
our prayer-meetings,
the Constitutions of the United States and
seemed

utterly

unable

to rest, or to allow

of the several states, but also in the

“his sympathizers and readers a single week's
quietuge on that subject. Counter petitions
were proposed, urged upon the attention

cal administration of the same, no

lege or advantage

shall ‘be

practi-

privi-

conceded

Christianity, or any other special

to

religion;

of all radicals, circulated, signed, piledin that our entire political system shall be
founded and administered on a purely secuhuge heaps like so many bags of sand, so ular
basis; and that whatever changes:
as

to

have

them

ready for use in building

shall prove necessaryto this end shall be
Sonsigently: unflinchingly and promptly
made

breastworks at Washington for the defense
of religious freedom, which we were as-

sured was put in deadly peril by the pro-

* Yes, that is plain.

posal to memorialize Congress on the subject.
The columns of the Index flamed with

stand it. We believe we know what the
word *‘ demand” means, the significance
of the ‘‘ we” which is so often employed,
and trust we do not estimate unfairly the
forces that are marshaled and the allies that
are counted on. - We like the frankness that
is shown. We have a qualified admiration
for the pluck which crops out. We have
no sneer for even the extravagant enthusiasm lying behind the document. We most
cordially recognize the brain and character
which this irreverent radicalism has rallied,

protests.

They were dolorous with warn-

ings.
They fairly quivered with excitement and passion as the appeals and adjurations were crowded into them. The

readers were told that this was a united,
shrewd

and

desperate

movement

on

the

part

ofthe Christians of America to set up

here

the worst

sort of religious despotism

in the place of personal and public liberty.
The terror was evidently so real that it
seemed almost cruel to laugh at it. The
zeal was so hot that it threatened to consume its victims. The prophecies. were so
lugubrious that one almost groaned in sympathy without being aware of it. And the
charges hurled against the churches were
so grievous in character and so confident
in tone, that good men could be pardoned
for almost distrusting their recollections of |
their own conduct and charging their con- |
sciousness with lying.

But'the dreaded convention was held and

from

the hands

of the

under-

fore whom the secrets of all souls lie open
and whose justice never errs. But we
wish this radicalism gave better proofs of
wisdom, of modesty, of candor, of sweetness, of charity. Then it would make even
its unpalatable truths strong

viction and healing.

to

carry

con-

It would destroy only

only for the sake of building
would fight to some purpose
in threat and

nobly do.

better.
instead

It
of

It would not waste breath

prediction,

but

calmly

and

It would at last rejoice over a

success instead of gazing on a failure.

————

The whole country is waking

up to the

It evidently began to see that pt; keepits rival candidate out of the Presi-

ludicrous side ; and it very likely drew the
natural inference that, unless the armed
forces

were

set at work, they were sure to

disband and go home, carrying
which would refuse to answer
call. And an army with nothing
dangerous thing. These drilled

a disgust
a second
to do is a
and excit-

ed forces must be recognized as a power,
and have work found for them, else there is

no telling what mischiéfs they will plot and
>
inflict.
;

That peril seems to have
ed, and the new
are

shrewdly

strategy

been discoverappears.

They

told, in substance, that their

prompt and resolute rally scared the - Christian hosts who were planning to destroy all

true liberty, and so they have won a defensive victory withont a single open fight.
Christianity dared not press the constitution-

al amendment, because Free Religion stood
ready to contest every inch of the ground
* even in the hails of. Congress! The little

paper at Toledo had ‘thrown the great Convention at Cincinnati
Tito fatal confusion!
The youthful Davidof unbelief had scared
the stately Goliath of faith back into his
owh terror-stricken camp!
That sounded
finely irrthe ears of those whom the Index
‘had prematurely and causelessly rallied, It

-soothed their discontent.

It lessened their

‘moxtification. It tickled

their

vanity.

It

.gave emphasis to their self-assertion. - It
inflated their confidence. It made them
‘feel ripe for larger and move significant
things. Having frightened the enemy from
their purpose to make a charge, they now
deemed themselves ready to assume
offensive, and enter upon an active pd

the
de-

than

it is

to

secure a

pledge of truthfulness, but with as good use

dential chair.
These nominees are all well known, and
their supportors: rally around them as representing their own prificiples and policy.
Consequently, they have become more than
bver objects of public interest, and the contest over them is as fiefce as though they
were gold stocks and we were all Wall
Street Brokers.
But we know a young
man who has no share of this notoriety.
He is hardly known two miles from his
neighborhood, and even in it he is a stranger to some. But he has just set out for a
higher sphere than either of our Presidential candidatessand

the contest

over

him

is far beyond that in fierceness. ‘He simply made the statement in prayer-meeting

the other night that he wished to be a
Christian, and ‘immediately it was flashed
from the hights of heaven to the depilis of
lowest woe, and multitudes of unseen
forms were .gathering and organizing ‘to
defeat his purpose.. °
&,

But his foes are not always such as he
can meet openly, nor can he try them by
the match of shrewdness with shrewdness,

equal cause of rejoicing by néxt November.

The ‘Church’s Outside

Work.

———

The

N. Y. Tribune, referring to a new

one of

respect,

at

least,

the

new

organization is

icisms are quite

spring from

as

moral

likely as any others to

blundering.

tion of political history

are

Its

usually

cita-

intelli-

gent and fair, but it is plainly not at home
with the Bible. It does some creditable
work in building political platforms, but it
would probably fashion a very imperfect
religious creed.
But the sentiment here expressed and
implied is one that is widely shared.
It shows how our intelligent and practical men
look .at things.
It is a
sentiment too that has a deal of important

Christian, as well as a heathen, may admit

he fitness of learning even from an epemy.
2) A church is a home for believing, loving
hearts. The purest and strongest should
there find constant quickening and culture.
Weak ‘natures should find the power that
strengthens.
Sorrow should be seethed
4nd made sanctifying through wise and
practital sympathy.
Unity and mutual
helpfulness should be things real and commoti. For the church is meant a3 a sacred
circle, wheré ignorance nay learn, and
timidity gin real courage, and loneliness

themselves

as

command of the a, of the Potomac,
* The programme ‘itself is much like some of bound for the ro Phy fike the young man
Sometimes they agree with
* {hose orders,—mixing reason and nonsense in question.
ried proportions, throwing some cons themselves to enter into the struggle, prom, 18 Susie and: serious projects into the scale isfy never to desert their convictions, nor

HVE

D

)

din
:

ia the b
. —the

ov

doth

vo

domiaril

of ‘thie

main

campaign

that lifPohos and ‘other
A

without asking whither it bears them, while
the same shapes of "good ‘and evil stretch
out eager hands to seize ther.

Tie given in a styleypunce nifjy and radi“eal:
hr 3 We

their thanhood., * Oftener

recklessly into, the current,

the Rubicon to be

d ships to be. burned,

following’ a

betray in any way

they plunge

A

The surprising fact is, that we
so seemingly

indifferent

work: proves its “value to those who.can be
convinced only thus. There is very-little
danger that it will imitate the good Samarishould ve- ‘tan too closely. Such good works as these

in

view of

these cases | Why should we be so eager,
for instance,
electibn, and

it can speak of nothing save
enjoyable sermons, and fervid prayer-meetings,
and glad assemblies, These it needs and
should have. But its real work isin
life around it. It should look after the
poor, the hopeless, the ignorant, the vicious, the. profligate. It should aim: to
rectify trade, elevate social intercourse,
and shame political demagoguism.
This

to secure
Horace Greeley” (
still careless ‘of the destiny

done in behelf of the needy, the dangerous
and porishing classes, are not very lia
ble to work against faith. These prove
its

faith to

he

genuine,

saving,

ma

varfal,

;

With

these

principles settled respecting

the fact of our future being, and this life
| probational

to the

genial,

liberal,

cultivated

here.”

religious cir-

and

is not

Our

trouble

as the

southern

army

same there as
faculties, laws of be-

than

womanly

the

manly

Gross errors with regard to spir-

manifestations

grace

that

adorn

arose

on

the ,one

and skeptical

from

[them full

lost

we

may

the

depd,

and

afforded.

assurance,

od, —*¢ This same Jesus, which

visit to this country of several clergymen of

the Scotch church. They come to attend
the General Assembly of the Amnterican
branch of the church, soon to be held
in Detroit. This is the first recognition

that the

describe

their

treatment that has been so long show them
by the brethren at home-are now in some
measure remedied by the visitors that these
complaints have brought.

——MR. GREELEY

in their

ed that

that the dead

|. explicit in teaching the doctrine of a general resurrection, of the just and unjust.
All shall come forth. As before intima ted,

man was made originally in the image
God, and clothed
bilities. ;

with immortal

Asthus

owned

and

of

responsiclothed,

so

we shall continue. Regeneration does not
add to our faculties or responsibilities
death does not. take from them.
Death’
holds the material part fora time; but the
gpiritual part maintains meanwhile its conscious activity, until reunited to the body.

Unitarianism

AND THE NOMINATION.

The Philosopher of Printing House Square
takes his nomination with the utmost equanimity. He went out to.umbrageous Chappaqua the day following the news of his
success, and spent the afternoon felling
knurly maples.
He may have imagined
the decisive hour in the campaign had arrived and that he was strewing the ground
with - his foes. Of course, he receives a
good many congratulations, and is often
bailed as ** the next Presidext,” and assur-

proclaim-

are

Awerica

bound their hearts to the land of the heather. Their complaints over the unfriendly

main-

others

in

enconthgement and help as would come
from the recognition. The old home feeling has never - deserted them while toiling
in this country, and the kirk and its services have been the strongest ties that have

is taken np

state,

Scotch churchmen

have received
from their brethren
at
home, though earnestly desiring it heretofore andideeply feeling the need of such

from’you into Heaven, shall so come in
like, manner as ye have seem him go into
Heaven.” When he shall thus descend at

them and

Tt is a feature that other railroad

——REecoeN1zED AT LAst, Much interest
is felt in certain circles over the approaching

associated

ascended

service

companies could safely copy.

days to give

sight, while a voice from Heaven

special religious

It will stand continually open as a home for
railroad men while in the city. There is of
course an eye to business in these liberal
arrangements, but that can not annul ihe
good effects that seemingly must be produced by the improvement of the privileges

he is unmistakably

the people's

choice. But with this come the most persistent attempts to depreciate him, his unfitness for the Presidential office being daily
remarked.
It is quite likely that a good
many newspapers would never have thought
to tell us what a slim manhe is if this nomination had not been given him. Inthe

shall be raised incorruptible, with bodies
like Christ's glorious body, thus suffering
no essential loss.
Some have inferred-‘that the scriptural
representation of this subject applies only
to the righteous. But this is unauthorized.
While various passages relate especially to

Something

It will

will be held in it every Sunday afternoon?”

hand, or

views, on the

the last day, we are informed

stateliness -and the

elegantly

expense.

for writing, and a

He

pol-

amply and even

fitted it up at their own

ries have unsettled and mystified the minds

again with his followers forty

It is creditable to Mr, Collier that he thus

more

ation, and have

tain our ceaseless progression.
That we
might have no doubt on this subject, Jesus
made himself a» example and pledge of it.

speaks out his real thought, even though it
bears heavily upon’ his own ecclesiastical
kindred. Itis perhaps a merit in the Unitarian body that it tolerates such free criticism.
But it shows that what seems glory in the
distance
may
prove to -be owing to
glamour when looked at near at hand ; and
that iv is a sorry thing to exchange a masish, aud dignity, and decorum.

sions, to the Young Men's Chuistian Associ-

of many.

with no power or part

had.

1Itis the recent dedication

al roads that built the Depot have also giv-

comes a prey to disease and dissolution ;
yet this interruption is but ‘temporary. In
the final consummation even this will be
raised and re-united to the spirit; so that

business.

and

senger Depot.

in the full exercise of its powers, and will
thus continue forever. “True, the body be-

the

A

of a'room in that building, to the exclusive
use of railroad men and travelers for religfous purposes. ' The managers of the sever-

tion; but can never undo the divine work.
It can never annihilate our being, or any
part of our being, or release us from any
moral law or responsibility. Sin fearfully
perverts the faculties, and brings the appropriate penalty of condemuation and remorse, and no more. Our being continues

I don’t see but

for scholarship,

»

——A CoMMENDABLE FEATURE.
A novel
feature in its way appears in the assignment
of rooms in the Cleveland, Ohio, Union Pas-

us into
a state of rebellion and condemna-

we must still depend upon the same source
for a supply -of ministers.”
The fact is,
that the Unitarian theological schools are
worthless. A young man studies in thém
for years, and then finds that he is entirely
behind the age, and is obliged to abandon
the ministry, and go into the insurance

terful heart-life

everybody's heart, and practical answers like this promise a good deal for the independence and royalty of the race.
.

death passed upon all men because all have
sinned. Sin separates us from God, brings

Every man wints to be an officer.
A gen- |
tleman who came from St. Louis, a Unita-|
rian minister, who kad formerly been a ||
Presbyterian, said, * Brother Collier, what | |
shall we do for ministers ?*
He replied,
If you came from the Presbyterians, and
I came from the Methodists,

wders, Jt is encourag-

question on everybody's lips, or at least in

tered thie world and death by sin, and so

Conference to do.

It has

still subject to

en the use of a room 50x40 feet in dimen-

essential

materialistic

attractive

cohesive.

did the fighting and
though the latter were

be furnished with books, magazines and
papers of the day, and with conveniences

itual

There is actually noth-

ing for the next national

saved the coun

Oneof these is that

ing, sources of enjoyment, must he the
same. Vain speculations and vague. theo-

itarianism was going to become the national Church of ‘America.
But it has not;
it has settled back into the old routine, and
every
local Conference has ‘become merely

a debating society.

for the privates, who

future, other points of

detail are included.

meantime

Mr. Greeley keeps to his edito-

rial duties, and against certain charges says
in a recent Tribune:
‘There are those who insist that the 7'ribune's avowed purpose to be henceforth
somewhat other than a partisan gladiator
will be overborne by the unexpected
nomiBaio made at. Cincinnati. It means to
point them. Its convictions on grave
public questions will still, when occasion in-

| ites, be expressed with due frankness; hut

it will try

to give those who differ from it

so fair and

full a hearing

that

they

have no reason and rarely a prefext

shall

for

complaint.’’,
In the final judgment, when the affairs of ‘Itis'too éarly to predict results. Desthis world shall be closed up with a solemn perate efforts are making to induce the
review of every work and every secret Démocrats to accept the Cincinnati nomi-.
nation, but the chances that they will not
thing, the destinyof the wicked ag" well as
are fully equal to those that they will. In
of the righteous is seen to be such as perthe méantime, Greeley Clubs are forming in
tains to those who are to exist forever.
various cities, and the Liberals promise us
The existence of the one-is to continue
a campaign that will be a rare thing inJ its
equally with the other, and both with that way.

must be had if the world is to be won from
sin to the salvation revealed in the gospel.

The Future Life.

The Bible is of chief value to us from its
revelation of our future being. We are oppressed with a sense of our ignorance,

weakness, and frailty. Innumerable evils
surround us. The world abounds with dif- of God., The eternal life of the righteous|.

ficulties. and perplexities. We yearn for a is not mere continuanceof being, buta
"solution of this life-problem.
What are blessed, happy state of being; the everwe? what is our origin? what our destiny ? lasting deathof the wicked is not extincIn this extremity, the Scriptures shed a tion.or cessation of being, but existepce in
heavenly light upon our darkness; raise oui endless ‘copdemnation, shame, and con
1
desponding hearts, and cheer us with a tempt.

——THE
Smalley,
the

GUILLOTINE AT WORK.
“Mr.
for the last seven years clerk of

House

Committee

on

military affairs,

was removed last week by ‘the chairman
because he
Washington

happened to be one of the
correspondents of the N.Y.

In all this there is nothing arbitrary or Tribune.
The reasons Fravely assigned
view of our noble mission, Here we have
unjust on the part of God. - He ereated us are that Mr. Smalley might use his infludiscloed to us our true dignity, It is this
in infinite wisdom and benevolence.
He: ‘ence in favor of Mr. Greeley’s election, and,
which clothés the present life, every inci-

has ever dealt with us on the

good

1t 46 just this struggle that is going on in

times they

. After announcing that offenperations are now to begin, —that the

delay.

other, have led to dangerous extremes, until there is a strong tendencyto involve the
whole
subject in doubt, as a mere figure or
plimenting each other, and- of showing off
the best side of their body when the public abstraction. Avoiding all such unauthoris within sight and hearing.
And some- ized and transcendental notions, we should
times young and somewhat cultivated min- ‘return to the sure word of revelation, take
isters of evangelical denominations imagine its plain teachings, examples and illustrathat the scholarly and polished clergy and tions,and accept them as sufficient for pracother leading men in that household must tical guidance. They are given us not to
make it a very choice place, a sort of intel- gratify curiosity, but to direct us in the dulectual Eden, the fragrant garden of the ties and responsibilities of the present.
True, one great nrystery surrounds us
graces, ‘where all noble thoughts are fosterall,—the
mystery of death. But even this
ed and eversthing unlovely is put away.
Tliey are half ready to believe that this the gospel explains, By one man sin en-

and vital truth in it, and i? wonld not be
hard to prove that it has the Bible itself on
its side. It is worth pondering; and a

All by sin are under condem-

‘that lifeis a we shall be essentially the

imagines

very splendid thing in some

same

deserving of the warmest success.
It may be very justly said, that the T'ribune is not exactly fitted to pronounce authoritively upon theological and ecclesiastical questions.
That is’ certainly true.
When most confident and dogmatic it may
be very foolish, and its most pungent crit-

our

and the invitation is a present one,‘ Behold,
ow is the acceptéd time, 'now is the day
of salvation.” There is mo allowance for

cle whose shining exterior only has been
seen. But there is quite as likely. to be as
much of the poor and pitiable element of
human nature in the sphere to which we
are thus looking as elsewhere.
There has been a good deal of self-complacent talk by the Unitarians. = They have
pretty thoroughly mastered the art of com-

formationof the ‘‘Church of the Holy Maternity”, after setting forth some of its peculiar dogmas ¢ nd features ends the account
thus:
which

fix

nation, and exposed to the fearful penalty.
But a day and means of grace are provided. The gospel opens a way of release,
and the only way. There is no other one
but Christ through whom we can be saved,

find pretious companionship, and self-dis- dent and intérést of it ,with importance,
trust bé. taught Christian. confidence, and Exalted as aré our faculties and the laws of
promises, and speak of ease and pleasure, worldly passions be made to. give place our being intrinsically, how must our apand whisper of fame, and point to ‘hights of to a royal benevolence which interprets the precintion of them be enhanced by an assuccess, and conduct a campaign for his divine compassion and sacrifice, which made sura ce of immortality.
soul that has no parallel in: any political Christ the redeemer, and which still males | A% "| Jere this, great’ question fg gottled.
contest. + Every movement he makes is his true disciples ever repeat his lite of We 210 to live hereafter. Life and immo
watched,
every senteuce he utters is noted, blessing. A church that fails to develop tality ave brought to Nght in the gospel.
|:
sleeping or waking he is pressed around by and cement and glorify soul-life has missed The Scriptures are full and explicit on the
an intangible crowd, and the hands that its work @nd caricatured its professions. subject. ' They exhibit man‘in his origin as
dig pits for, his feet exchange sharp blows For its tte atmosphere is as full of helpful made in the mor al likeness of his Creator,
with those that would keép him from fall- sympathy and Tove as the summer is of mel- allied to him in spiritual communion, a subing. He is really an object of our person- lowing sunbeams and fructifying showers, ject of divine law, and conscious of his high
al interest and solicitude, and the case is | Bit, after all, ¥ exists here Targely for position.
They shot the dealings of God

They come in fair shape, and make

Pope's iis orders when he had just taken the case of Bonsandé, about us. Some-

againsta large amount of audacity and

sometimes

The church

That campaign has petnplaanol and an-

4s heralded in a way that reminds

One

and

There is no evidence or intimation of

life to come.

world, and their mem-

Testimony from Within.

character

All the dealings of ing to see these privates undertake the man. .
God with man, his laws, commands, ordi- ‘agement of their own concerns. This is.the
nances and institutions are based upon the tendency in all departments of life. “Who
doctrine that this life is a probation to the made you to be my tuler?” seems to be the

bers will know more of the Christian
triumph in their sanctuaries and their secrpt
experience.
fi

type of ecclesiastical life in Chicago, in the

made immeasurably absorbing by the fact “the sake of those outside its: own pale. It
thatthe struggle may end at almost any needs
to go abroad for work as.well as
nounced. The Index parades it in its col- moment, and the young man’s future for to’ come ‘home for solace and song. It,
is-a poor testimony which it bears when
_‘umpg, seeking’ forit a wide publicity. Tt time and eternity be virtually determined.
cisive campaign.

ing.

our

Such is the great'law of our be-

any other probation,

of corresponding means might we not see Unitarianism is to take possession of the
a degree of the same enthusiasm awakened, public confidence and preach the gospel
and equally as encouraging results sectired? which wins and saves the nation.
Very likely Robert Laird Collier thought
If we could only make this campaign, on
which we are new entering, a summer’s re- just’ so when he was laboriously itinerating
as a Methodist preacher, mingling with
buke to us as Christians, it would be somecommon people, and weary of trying to
thing gained. If we resolve to make our
prayer-meetings as full of zeal and interest fashion them into something better by the
power of the old faith and the fervor of a
as are the political rallies in the neighboring halls, it would be gaining still more. roused soul. He went over to the UnitariAnd if we rally to the support of our Mas-: ans. He has been among them for years.
ter with anything of the faithfulness that He is with them yet. For aught we know,
But in his
he intends to stay with them.
characterizes Grant or Greeley Clubs, and
disappointment
and
frankness he speaks
put the earnestness and courage into cur
out in this way:
work that they do into theirs, we shall have
A few years ago it was believed that Un-

of the Holy Maternity would devote itself to
works of charity, an especially to the distribution of blankets next winter. In that

‘Working with Zeal.

and there will probably be as many more
before the fourth of July. Clubs are organ" banks of mist and antagonists of straw, izing from Maine to the Gulf to support the
“under the impression that it was attacking various nominees; appeals-and statements
strong fortifications and long lines of well- “are circulated wherever there is .a-person to
drilled Christian soldiers.
Yt be influenced; and the most determined
Bnt even. its own illusion could not al- efforts are likely to be made by each party
its call to arms had been a good deal hurried; that its furious haste and heat had a

easier
to buy votes

. The most encouraging information

the Index had been firing its terrible. projectiles into the air, or blazing away at

last.

degree to the methods of political parties.
Who will venture to say that the Church
hag been for six months past, or will be for
.gix months to come, half as active and determined on victory as are these samé™ political parties ?
It is easy to criticise,” but’ is this- said
wholly without reason? To be sure, it is

the reporter obtained was, that the Church

itol after being'carried to Washington. It excitements of the Presidential cam paign.
“was quite obvious to most observers that Three candidates are already nominated,

ways

institutions,

—all these correspond in aim but not in

the false and worthless, and tear these away

canvassers, or tum- |

bled noisel&ssly under the table at the ‘Cap-

we

We make no charge of insincerity. We
leave the judgment of motives to Him be-

beating the air.

came to nothing. The movement got lit"tle support and began to falter. The religious press generally dealt out considerate
rebuke or charitably expressed its regret,
The prepared petitions were either left unsigned, or dropped quietly out of sight

We think

our edneational and charitable

in the surrounding

we kin

| destiny,

|

ples, seeking the

ties and nations, more and more unfolding

ble.

that his position

as clerk would give him’

all. Under this wise:and beneficent system
each becomes the author of his own
Westiny, choosing his own way, aceépting or rejecting proffered blessings, and meeting the

is the principle mvolved that ‘niakes it sig-

Topics.

ice as they have

RANK AND FILE ORGANIZATION.
It
is rather pleasing to see privates taking
front seats and bringing their worn and faded uniforms in among the glittering dress-

the divine plans and purposes concerning
him. The minds and hearts of good men
dwelt with delight on these manifestations
and

princi-

opportunities for learning facts that should.
not be stated unless they bear favorably
upon the present Administration. The removal itself is of course a slight matter; it

Current

to individuals, families, communi-

of favor,

same

posgible «good of

appropriate consequences.
It cin De no nificant. In accepting a government office
impeachment of divine wisdom. or benevo- must the appointee alsa yield bis allegiance
lence that man is free; and if some wilifully to truth, or at least be allowed to state only
pervert it to their own’ wietchedness, they ‘those faets that will gdin favor for the party in power? Are fairness and candor to
must blame themselves, not God,—J. J. B.
be counted out of this campaign,
and
‘distortion and suppression made to do serv-

with him through the different periods, pertaining

highest

up suits of the officers.

there

walked by faith in the invisi-

is still growth

in

It indicates that

common

soil,

and that men are intent on getting ‘their
rights, and that those who, really do the

1In'thq fullness, of time Christ came,

and by his inimitable teaching and example,
with the subsequent instructions of the

known and appreciated.

conclusive ; if rejected,of course no amount

ly.

mogt

service

are

getting

so often before?

It is

some consolation to be told that Speaker
Blaine, Myr. Dawes and Gen. Garfield have
united in & written opinion that Mr, Smalley’s removal was illegal and uncalled for.

We can tell the direction of the wind by
the leaning of the smoke
bor’s chimney.

from

our " neigh-

——Boarps or Hearts. Boston should, -

be allowed to scold at will this time and
A convention
re- nobody find any fault with her. For the
veady to have it

apostles, supplied whatever was lacking in cently met in Washington for ¢he purpose of Board of Health that i is proposed to put
the past, and needed by the wants of the forming a soldiers’ organization’ in opposi- the city under this summer isn’t made up
future. Revelation could do no more; if tion to the Grand Army of the Republic, to her liking, It ‘contains a mershant or
admitted, its authority on the subject is and to be composed of the rank and file on- two, some aldermen, ‘common-councilmen,

The organization is intended to: secure

of testimony from it would be of any avail, ‘recognition, of the ex-soldiers in all political

* As the Seriptures reveal the fact of our
future existence, so they reveal with great

clearness its conditions,
this life 1s probationary
2 Hyg

hey

ail

They
to

thy

tach that
next.

As

Be our condition
thots,

besides

two

citizens, and

ends

with

the

names of two physicians. And that with
parties, and to take action in the matters of ‘the small-pox besia
the city, the 'Jubibounties and homestead lands. The offi- lee just at hanél fis 1 ‘cholera as likely.....,
cers, who spent the most of their time of as not coming in the fall, On what theory
active service at a safe remove from danger, is it proposed to give the sunitary care of a
hay heretofore. mavhged all these mattis great eity into the} hans of poli itieins and
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DenominationNews

‘superstition and vice prevail to an alarming

ing in repeated petitions to the Freewill
Baptists of the North, ‘ Come over and

:

General

i

A

be

church

in Chicago

organized

by

this purpose.
Treasury, and
not forthcomby the Treas-

on condition that they

to that of the latter.

would

change

.

fifty-

]

Fragrant SOZODONT

and

for

GREEN-HOUSE

the

name

9

AT

the recipient of anbther gift from its muni. |
fniends may know something of the calls been
ficent founder, Mrs. J. Laurence Smith, daughter
of the late Hon, Jas. Guthrie.

to call your atten-

beyond

cause

its present limits.

and some small sums paid for extra

ters

have so taken our fands that we

labor of our colored preachers. But meeting-house debts and the support of minis-

have

not the means to do really important work.
We want to send one of our ministers to
Laroy, Page Co., Va.,where one of our stuto organize a church.
men

during

was there

One

was

and

vacation,

well received. The trouble is for money to
pay the expenses. Bro. Brackett says he

will pay

$10.00, and can’t the H. M. Soci-:

ety help us to the balance? These poor
ministers with nothing to pay traveling ex-

ie Lk BA hp

of Augsburg,

Germany,

can send it, postage paid, on receipt of $1.25.

L. R. BURLINGAME,

Coll-

has

ghd
our pai

Notices and Appointments.

di-

Notice.

a tentative revision, which is still éxposed to the |
criticism of scholars.
The four

communicated

who

of Bonn

professors

were

A glorieus work of grace

ex-

denounc-

the

Archbishop’s

of

words

own

con-

demnation against the infallibility dogma, uttered before it'was passed by the Council.
The Pope has rather testily refused to receive a
comes necessary for him to accept alms he will
only receive them from his Catholic subjects.
but

reply;

it

is now being enjoyed in the Charles ‘ street

This is, no doubt, a very dignified

church

will all appreciate the maintenance of his dignity

of this city. This work began last

his

is quite doubtful whether

St. church
3
PARK,
N. L. ROWELL,

{

Loz. Com.

»

souls went forward in the ordinance of bapunited

with

the

church, We are expecting more to go forward very soon. - Thus God is rewarding«a
effort,

united

in

bringing

lost

sinners to

himself.

Com.

MILLHAUSEN, IND. Rev. M. R. McKee
is occupying new territory here, and finds
that

¥.

B,

doctrines

are

well

received.

Some conversions have already taken ‘plact,
and there is a prospect that our cause in
the state may be considerably strengthened,

_ Nearly all the churches in the Ripley Q.
M. ‘have received accessions during ‘the
spring, and the members all seem to be
ingpired by new life.
Hy
3
t
x,

MippLEpORT, OnIo. There has beena
good work of grace wrought at this place.
Five persons were lately baptized and six

necessary

should

raised

before commencing operations of any kind would
be speedily subscribed.

PARSONSFIELD Q.M.W

the Brownfield church, June 12, 13. Ministers’M. Conference on Tuesday preceding, at 2 o'clock, P. Clerk.
A. PHILBRICK,
IRA
,
0

of religious

;

toleration

played by the Greek clergyon a recent occasion.
The foundation-stone of a Protestant church was
Besides
laid at Patras on the 21st of February.
the Protestant congregation many Greeks at-

tended the ceremony.

The Greek clergy

churchthe church:
io : forfor the
statistics
taxes,and
ih
on
balance
pal
the
’
it. pote
to do
fail pos
es.‘theDon’t
0. Prr18, Clerk.

will hold

emnity, did:not fai) to gppear, and the Archbishop.

of Patras, Cyrillos, after offering the customary

next session

its

MAINE WESTERN Y. f
with the 1st N. Berwie k church, commencing Tues-

of the

town, who had beef invited to /ittend the sol-

session with

day, June 18, at 1 o’clock, P.M.

:

|

RS’ CONFERENCE
1
MAINE. WE STERN Y. JM, MINISTE
the 1st N. Berwick
will hold its’ next: session wi thJune
18, at 9 o’clock,
cing
y,
church, commen
Tuesda
L. H. WITHAM, Clerk.

the same time, recommended the church to the
protection of St. Andrew, who, according to tradition, suffered martyrdom at Patras.

1 Parish as reported,
Hasting’s churct 1, ingtead of the
y 7, at 2 @etock, P. M.
the session commencing June A.7, E. WILSON, Clerk.

rable impression on all present.

The

bishop, at

W. R. Bliss, writing to the New York Observer from the Sandwich Islands, states the somewhat‘midlancholy fact that the native -pépulation
of those islands, in spite of their improved Chris-

tianity, of their social habits, better

ing and shelter,

food,

cloth-

in spite of the notoriously

A.M,

OSWFGO

Q. M. will hold its

next

session

with the

ot tha
each
.

2
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CENTRAL N.Y: Y. M. Lit
Wednesday evening preceding the s
after
M. Opening sermon by Rev. O. T. as‘Moulton,
follows: Eswhich the ox der of exercises will be
Essay, Rev. M. C. Brown,—Endless Punishment. first
Kffeet of Adam’s
say, Rev. J. Merenes s.-/T'he Rev,
O. T. Moulton,—
Posterity. Tssay,
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BOOK,

of Minnesota, located on the
Valley,
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ped

River

Markets,

Good
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TransCheap
Community,
Temperance
Railroad lands sold cheap and on
portation.

seven years’ time.

Now is the ‘time to secure good

Homesteads near the Railroad. Under the New Law
the Colony Managers will, when desired, act as
AGENTS FOR SOLDIERS who join the Colony, and

select and enter Homesteads

without their being

present, and without charge for serviced—thus seOF GOOD} LANDS.
ouring an BARLY CHOICE
and giving'the soldiers six months’ time before mov
ing West. For copy of New Soldiers’ Homestead
Law, full particulars, of Colony, map, eto., address
L. H. TENNEY & CO, Managers, south-west corner
of Randolph & Halstead streets, Chicago, IIL, or
Duluth, Min. E. PAGE DAVIS (Commissioner of
Emigration for the State of Minnesota), General
Agent, 158 Broadway, New York.
i
References: JAY COOKE & CO., Philadelphia;
LUNT: PRESTON & KEAN, Bankers, Chicago.
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from our Depository in Cleveland, Ohio, by call-

ing pos: or addressing Rev, A, K, Moulton, 783
| Woodland Avenue, as above,
t

ar.

.

a

THE
part

of the way

being

over

or

rather
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MORNING

her

brother

George.

Then,

too,

he kept the boat still, and
d at the spot
where his son had sunk, as though he would

uncle

through a large swamp, and Mary had been George Rudibusch returned from Germany
obliged to remain at home every winter, just’ before Christmas, bringing. several
contenting herselfby reciting her lessons to | presents and much good cheer to every

—

very kindly sought to help her as much

—

My little child thou art watching

possible.

.

The first soft coming wing;
But brighter thoughts are flitting
Thy open heart within.

when she had

£1

Some shadows from the fleetest wings rd
Upon thy heart are thrown.
Though swift and bright thy fancies,
A tender shade of thought,
That tones to a new beauty,
1 see with them enwrought._.

|"

The earth is green and bright.
O thou whose eyes are watehing
* The soft leaves touched with gold,
Where the slant sunlight falleth

The glancing wings unfold.
Now, see the frail wings pluming
To seek the great unynown,
Nor think of the short passage,

talking over their plans,

And pray that God so lighten
The even’ of thy days,
And that thy soul be trustful,
Inspired by love, to spring
Up through the darkest shadows
That near the garth do cling.

|
|
|
|

Unchanged.
Surcharged and black the clouds swept round
The mountain’s storm-vexed head,

The frightened waters sped.

With death and ruin blent.

.

Calmly o’er all the deep blue sky
Bent down unchanged with tender grace,
‘While one by one the stars on high
Came softly forth each in his place;
Unchanged above that wreck-strewn dell
Their solemn march againthey take,
‘Where last their silent glances fell
;

On all of heaven that earth could make.

| Christ's sake;

Unchanged above the wrecks of life
The stars of faith shine on serene,

:

A moment darkly sweep between.
Unechsamged—all earthly change above—
God’s tender care o’er all doth bend;
His promises of life and love

Ww.

Abide unfailing io the end.

KiB

oné

10 the ‘West.

Will-

cried

.
tam Killburn, coming - suddenly into the
=. house, where his sister sat by the fife, knit-

i

4

=

«Oh, what is it?” said Mafy, throwing
down her knitting; while her! large black
With eager expectation,
eyes ‘danced
«« Have Abbie and Emma Carl come home

5

from Oberlin ?”

« No; itis better than that. Don’t tell,
mother,” he said, respectfully addressing a
fine looking lady who just then entered.
But he might have known that it was needless to ask his mother to remain silent, for
she was a woman of few words, taking little
part in the conversation of her children, and
never reproving them, unless their mirth
she
did
became too boisterous. When

1

speak, no

one,

not,

even

curly.

willful,

years

haired little Mary, who was now ten
old, ever thought of disobeying her.

Mary gave one quick glance at the hap-

oT.
>

py look on her mother’s face, then exclaim“ed, “ Iknow! I'know! Uncle George is

coming from Germany before Chiistmas.”
~

“ No;
NW

better

than

that,

even!”

said

William, clapping his hands

and jumping

about until the heavy 1dcks

of, black hair

_half hid the fine, high, forehead,

which

mother so much admired.

*

his

:

Little Mary sprang
to him in her qdick,
impulsive way, threw back the

masses

hair, and, looking straight into

of

his dark

eyes, said, *“ Now you must tell me, I can’t

wait another minute.”
¢ Well, then, we are going

to

have

a

school ! Just think of it, Sis; a real school,
in Mr. Carl’s chamber, and it is to begin
next week, and Frederick Brown is to
teach. No more four mile walks morning
and night for George and me, and no more
long, lonesome days for you at home.

Only think I” and

the

happy

boy caught

Mary in his arms and whirled her around
until her breath was almost

gone,

then

he

ran out of dogs to give vent to his delight.
Mary took up the neglected knitting,
but

who said, ¢ I go, sir,’ and went

I

intend it.

and

I do wish to follow

claiming,

Christ,

have I seen how far away
walked.”
of anger vanished from
with an earnest, pleading

look, she clasped both hands
‘ Does

Jesus

together

really

ex-

love

me

after all my wickedness? O Frank, tell me
where I can find him ?-

It seemed

to Frank

:

as though

all the

fountains of his soul were broken up.

He

had not expected to see his sister manifest
such a penitent spirit, and the tears

afresh whenever he tried to speak.

flowed

Will-

iam slipped from the room, not until,
ever Mary whispered in his ear,

¢ Forgive me, brother.

how-

I was very, very

naughty, but I will not treat you so

again.

“ Dear Saviour, if these lambs should stray,”

and her voice joined with theirs in singing,
“ Remember

still that they are thine.”

After this, every one
Mary, and her dearest
Emma Carl, when they
her, day after day,

noticed a change in
friends, Abbie and
came homie and met
in the school-room,

thought they had never known

{

‘

»

evening,

* Why, yes, I do come late,” said Thord.

He seated himself. ‘The pastor sat down
also, as though waiting. There was a long

talk of moving west, but his plans were all
overthrown by the long and serious illness
of his wife. This was a new trial to Mary,

Then said Thord, ‘I have something
with me that I wish to give to the poor.”

for her mother had

sat down again.
no
The pastor counted it..

usually been

He rose, laid some money on the table, and

well, and

:
‘It is a great

deal of money,” he said.

a low tone: “I think

before that

Mary Killburn was such a kind, self-sacrificing girl. She had lost none of her -old

at last your son has

really become a blessing to you.”
“Yes,

saw that

I think

so myself,

Thord ; he looked

also,”

said

up, and two tears cours-

ed slowly down his face.—Norwegian

Sto-

ries.

bor of love.

The
.

Thord Overaas, of whom we are about to
speak, was the wealthiest man in the parish.
ie iF A
His ‘tall figure stood one day in the pastor's study. I have got a son,” Le said
eagerly, ‘ and I wish to have him baptized.”
“ What shall he be called ?”
‘Finn, after my father.”

—.

of thick silk that

rustles;

it is covered with

large flowers.
Grandmamma knows so ‘much, for she
lived long before papa and mamma that is
certain. Grandmamma has a psalm-book

with thick silver clasps and she reads in it
often;

in it lies a rose;

it is

quite

pressed

and dry. It is not so fine" as the roses she
has in the vase, and yet she always smiles
most kindly at it; there even come tears in
her eyes. How canit be that grandmamma always looks so fondly upon the withered rose in that old book? Do you know ?
Each time that grandmammia’s tears fall upcn the flower ‘its color revives, it freshens
again, and the whole room is filled with the;
* Next Saturday, at twelve o'clock.”
scent of it; the walls disappear as though’
‘Is there anything else?”
they were only fog, and all argund is the
¢ Nothing else.”
green, beautiful wood with the sun shining
The farmer took his hat, and moved to
through the leaves, and grandmamma,—
go.
Do
yes, she is quite young! She is a beautiful
Then the pastor rose:
There is still
girl with golden locks and blooming cheeks,
this,” he said; and going up to Thord, he
engaging and lovely; no rose is more
took his hand, and looked him in the face; fresh: yet the eyes, the mild, blessed eyes,
“ God grant that the child may be a bless- they are still grandmamma’s. By her side
ing to you!”
is seated a youth,—so young, so handsome
Sixteen years after that day, Thord stood and strong! He offérs her the rose, and she
again in the pastor's study.
smiles, but not tuhs smiles grandmamma !
.**You look exceedingly well, Thord,”
Yes,—the smile comes.

said the pastor; he saw no change in him.
silent,

is your

but

a

errand

He is gone; many

forms pass by; the handsome youth is
gone, the rose lies in the psalm-book, and

** I have no trouble,” replied Thord.
was

moment

grandmamma,—yes,

to-night?”
.

there

she

sits

as

an

old lady, gazingat the withered rose that
lies in the book.
“I have come to-night about my son,
Now, grandmamma is dead. - She sat in
who is to bé confirmed to-morrow.” ©
the easy-chair, and told a long, long, de¢ He is a clever lad.”
lightful story...‘ And now it is- over,” she
I did not wish to pay the pastor before
said, “ and I am quite weary; let me sleep
1 heard what number he would get. 1
a little.” Then she lay back, drew a heavy
hear that, and here are ten dollars for the
sigh, and slept; but it became more and
pastor.”

more

still,

and® her

face

was

so

full

¢¢ Is there anything else?” asked the pas| of peace and joy, and it was as if the
tor, looking at Thord.
sun had shined upon it; then they said she
‘“ Nothing else.” Thord went.
was dead.
:
Eight years more passed by, and so one

day the pastor heard a noise without his

She was laid in the black. coffin, enshrouded in pure White linen ;" she looked so beau-

tiful, and yet her eyes were closed. But
all the wrinkles were gone; a sweet smile
played on her mouth ; her hair was so silver

white, So

honorable,

no one could be

afraid to Jook at her; it was
benign, kind grandmamma.

still the same
And the psalm-

book was laid under her head as she herself
had desired, and the rose lay in the old
book ; and so they buried her.
On the grave, close under the churchwall, they planted a rose-tree, and it stood
full of blossoms; the nightingale sung over
it, and from within the church the organ
played the most beautiful psalms in the

book that lay under her head.
moon shone

right down

And the

upon the grave;

but the dead was not there; every child

could fearlessly go there at night and pluck
a rose, there by the churéhyard-wall.
“ Know that perfectly,
but he is my only
One that is dead knows more than all we
child ; will do the thing well.”
living know ; the dead know the dread we
The pastor took up the money: * This is should feel at anything so strange asshat
the third time, now, Thord, that you stand they should come to us; the dead are bethere on your son's account.”
ter than we all, and so they do not come.

tor.

;

¢ “But now

$

:

I am

:

done

with him,” said

Thotd, and taking up his pocket-book, said
good-night and went. The men slowly, fol-

lowed.

y

There is earth over the coffin, there is earth

init.

The psalm-book

dust,

the rose

with

with

its leaves is

its associatidfis

crumbled into dust; but above, fresh

Just a fortnight after this, the father

and

nounce it a mosy admirable ind satisfactory prod.

By Rev. T, DeWitt Talmage, author

of * Crumbs swept up,” ete. Delivered in the
Brooklyn Tabernacle. New York: Harper&

Brothers. 1872. 12mo. pp, 405.
We have

never seen

:

Mr. Talmage

at his pro-

fessional work, and so are left to inference and
the statements of hearers in forming an opinion
of hig service and manner inthe pulpit. That

he has real and marked ability iy’ /certain direc

tions is obvious

enough.

The fact that he has

50 soon lifted a feeble and nearly despairing society into hope, vigor, eficiency, and a

position in the city which is especially distinguished for pulpit celebrities and power; the
‘fuct that nearly 3000 people regularly attend on

his Sabbath ministrations and find their confidence and interest growing instead of dying out;
th

that men of ability and culture are won
held by his words; the fact that widely circulated and influential religious papers are eager
ing talks for weekly publication; the fact that
the general public call for large editions of his
sermons and other religious productions, and old
and reputable Publishing Houses are gladto put
their imprint on his volumes,~all this indicates
that he is something more than a mere sensationaligt, gaining

attention

by clap-trap and

bloom—above, the nightingale

sings,

has
roses

and

studied

oddities. Indeed, the sermons themselves exhibit
evidences of strength. They embody not a little
instruction. They show that the author is a man
of no little general information.
He has read
attainments

are

evidently

And all his

available.

What

he

knows he can tell, readily and effectively. And
he has studied human life to some purpose, His
sympathies are stirred when he comes in contact with his fellows.

He is not at all tied up to

the studied proprieties of the pulpit or the technicalities

of theology.

He

is free, fresh,

direct

and kindling in his method of address. He
means to hit and stir and sway his audience at
every service, There is no mere routine with
him.
fnite

He goes to his place as preacher on a def:
errand, and expects his utterances to tell

effectually upon his congregation. He is fervid,
genuinely earnest, unequivocally evangelical,
36d profoundly believes the gospel as a divine
essage charged

with

the power that saves,

high sincerity and a

A

inherein

Mr, Talmage as a preacher, and they certainly
go far to explain and justify the popularity which

straight,”

own parents and brothers,
had any idea of son; he rose up to put it right.

said

the

out his arms,

and .with a ery fell into the
;

Eyes cah never die!

:

:

Ours shall one day

At the see her, young and beautiful, as when for

same moment his foot’ slipped ; he stretched
water,

young,

.

the first time she.kissed

the

fresh red rose

that lieth now in dust in the grave,— Hans
Christian Andersen.

nor easy for compliment to go beyond
ment,
?

that state-

CREATOR AND CREATION ; or, the Knowledge.in

the reason of God and his work:
Laurens
P. Hickok, D. D. LL. D. Boston: 2. & Shepand, 1973, octavo, pp. 360. Sold by E. J. Lane

Dr, Higkok’s ability and adaptationto his work
in the "field of philosophy was long ago made
manifest, and the fact that he is intent on making
a sound philosophy serve the cause of true religion has been made so obvious as to forbid ev.
ery doubt. His Rational Psychology, which
appeared some years since, secured him a place

among the ablest metaphysicians of the century,

and proved him a real champion‘of both reason
and faith. This book is some sense supplementary
to that, In his endeavor to -define, establish and
apply a true spiritual philosophy, he presented
the metaphysical side of it in the earlier work;
in the later, he aims to set forth the physical side.
He seeks to find the philosophic road. to the
truth, that the universe is the work of a personal
Creator, who bestows life, maintains law, and
rules men, all in the interest of righteousness,
ever looking forward to the supremacy of a spir-

[tual kingdom as wide as the worlds and as lasting as eternity, It is an indirect but able and
timely protest

against the

skepticism

nurtured

by the Positive Philosophy of Comte and the Scientific Naturalism of Darwin and Huxley, Tt is.

a work for patient and earnest students rather
than for superficial or

even average

readers:

it

will supply strong meat even to those who feed
themselves with profound and critieal thought ;
but it will amply reward all the labor required
for its mastery.

GOD-MAN. By L. T. Townsend,
and Manifestation. Boston:
1872. 16mo.
Co.

pp.

#46.

D. D. Search
& Shepard.

Sold by 'E.

-

J.

Lane

&

Dr. Townsend's previous Volumes, especially

his Credo, and his Sword and Garment, proved
him a somewhat original and very confident
thinker, a man who has both read and reflected,
whose devotion to the evangelical faith is the re-

he has gained and is keeping.
But the style of his sermons, especially as one sult of strong
sits down to read them in a calm

mood, is exceedingly bad

and thoughtful

aud trymg.

It is in-

tense, vehement, turgid, strained, full of exaggeration, fiery, furious.
It never drops to a nat-

ural level.

It is a perpetual

exhibition of rhe-

torical fire-works. His opening paragraph, sometimes even his introductory sentence, incandes-

ces as with¥white

heat.

His

first word

is like

letting off a score of whizzing rockets.
And
this display of verbal pyrotechnics is kept up
with equal or, if possible, with increasing flash
and coruseation till the Amen suddenly extinguishes the blaze, and allows the gathered eom-

pany to come back to nature and the ordinary illuminatipn. His metaphors are piled up on
every page. Nearly every figure of rhetoric is
symmoned for duty even before he has fairly unfolded the ‘scope of his sermon.
The strained
orms of expression seem to be the only ones that
will serve his purpose.
To read after him brings
up the image’of @ man whose speech bursts forth

in sudden jets, who talks in contortions and
spasms, Whose face is scarlet through heated and
viglent action, and whose voice . comes out in ubrit breaks and seems ever ready to rise into a
scream.
It is tiresome and painful to’ read ‘him
at any considerable length, to say nothing of the
frequent violations of good taste and the simplest

principles of literary composition of which he is
guilty. ‘The following extracts, taken at random, will illustrate what we are saying.
He is
speaking of the Bible, and this is the way in
whichit is done

and intelligent conviction, and
who uses a method and a style that have a good
deal of a certain kind
of effectiveness,
The
present volume is less popular but more thought-

ful and valuable than
same source.

any predecessor

from the

It first attempts a presentation and

an analysis of the several leading systems of re-

ligion that have divided and held the faith of
mankind, interpreting their chief dogmas, trac.
ing their work in history, pointing out their de-

fects, and finding in them evidences that the
souls of their devotees were thus. reaching out

earnestly

though

often blindly

confessing the urgent

after God, and

need of a mediator.

This

is the soul's Search. He then studies the character of Christon its various sides and from several standpoints, always with a view of proving
him the great object of desire, and the GodMan who alone could meet the demand for a mediator and unite humanity with its Maker.
This
is the Manifestation.
In style this volume is an
improvement upon its predecessors; though the

oracular tome, the intensity, the exaggeration,
the strained and ambitious rhetoric, the ahounding antitheses and the seeming pedantry have

not all disappeared.
But the work is one that
deserves a careful reading, and it ean hardly fail
to command respect even when it does not compel conviction.
vr
PAUL OF
. and the

By

TARSUS: An Inquiry into the times
gospel of the Apostle of the Gentiles.

a graduate.

1872, 16mo.

Co.

' By some shaft from hell, let the sun be cleft in

Boston:

pp.

401.

Roberts

Sold

by E.

Brothers.

J.

Lane &

twain, until, with shorn jocks and dim eye, he
This volume has been compared with Ecce
stumbles his way through the heavens; but shear | Homo.
But such a comparison is likely to misnot this glorious old Bible of a single lock. The
lead. It has no sueh freshness, originality or
same inferndl explosion that sent up into fragforce as that remarkable book. slits method is
ments a single book would. shock the whole system of truth. Fire one house in a solid square,
less definite, its specific object far Jess obvious,
and into the whole block you hurl fiery destructhe skill and power are very inferior, and it sugtion. Take one star from a whirling constellageésts far less of the spirit of the docile inquirer
tion, and the wheel of fire would
crush on the
and far more of the temper of the partisan. Like
highway of light; and remove one ‘orb from this

constellation

of

Bible-books

that

revolve.

in

«+
+ The fact is, that all the jar of hell's
battering rams against this buttress of truth only

the much more instructive work of Conybeare
and Howson,it renders real aid in interpreting the
character and words of Paul, by unfolding the
life amid which he lived, and by setting forth his
specific as well as his more géneral aims and

of perdition have come

works

The author begins,

however, by treating

Pauls

epistles

human compositions,

splendor about Jesus,the central Sun,and heaven

itself would shriek at the catastrophe, amid the
weeping of a God!
:
:
proves the strength of the wall. All of the fleets
aged by a few

sailing against this craft

fishermen; but

it has prov

as purely

n-clad able to sink-with a few strokes the
armaments of infidelity, One
little Kearsarge

with no special divine teaching in them; he rejects the biblical account of the origin of the hu-

flaunting

man race, and deals with religious doctrine as
though no word of Scripture is either final or de-

thundering

to

darkness

and

Alabamas.

hell a thousand

Here is another passage, in which he is making
an urgent appeal to his hearers, in view of the

wrong state of the heart, and

the power of the

gospel to change it.” It suggests the extravagance
of appeal, as the others suggest the extrava-

gance of statement. He says:
Oh, that God’s spirit would
night, and that
be captured!

strike harder to-

each one of these citadels might
Forward,
ye troops of light.

Wheel round the thundering field-pieces of God’s
law. Let the arrows of conviction shower the

soul.
with

Charge! Charge!
Up! on the parapets
the standards of Immanuei! Surrender,

O immortal

woman!

You

want a new

heart.

Why not get it right away? Have you not postpore jt long enough?
I wou!d with both hands
ay hold and
rattle the gutes of your soul. For
this night’s work you and I must answer when

the earth is burning, and God is coming, and the
trumpet

is sounding, and the

eous shall rise into a
wail of the wicked
ending pain.

song of the right-

perpetual anthem, and the
drop into the groan of un4

Mr. Talmage has head and heart enough to be
a preacher whose work shall not

suffer from the

drawbacks springing out of ‘a radically vicious
style. We trust that, when he supplies the material for another book as beautiful mechanieall y
as this, he ‘will rid the contents of such glaring
faults as disfigure the style of these discourses,
>

RISE AND FALL OF THE SLAVE POWER IN AMERICA. By Henry

Wilson.

Vol, I. Boston : James

R. Osgood & Co. 1872, octavo.
by E. J. Lane & Co,

pp. 670.

Sold

Few men in the country are so well fitted to

write the significant chapter of history to which

‘he has dedicated his pen,as Mr, Wilson. His brain

and heart aid tongue were fully enlisted in the

great struggle while it was carried on in the political and moral arena; he was very closely re-

especially prominent

cisive,

own

He

views

uses

his

opportunity

om almost

in the contest was exten-

sive and intivhate; his interest in and appreciation of the principles that were involved in the

issue reached a rare eminence; and he brings to
the work of making up his record a sound judg‘ment, a strong love of the simple truth, a thor-

to express his

all religious and

social

questions, and photographs himself quite as often
as he exhibits the great apostle, And yet, read
in a critical and. appreciative spirit, the book is
full of valuable suggestions, which aid in mak-

ing Paul stand out as an eminently
age and invest many
and richer meaning.

real person-

of his words with a deeper
Tt has a good deal of gen-

uine wheat, albeit there is mixed
small measure of chaff and tares.
-

up with it no

ne

CHRISTIANITY
ton: Am.
pp. 304.

AND MODERN

Unitarian

THOUGHT.

Association:
;

1872,

Bos-

12mo.

This volume is. made up of the ten discourses
delivered in Boston under Unitarian auspices,
during the past season,by as many different cler-

gymen,

Their stated

alm is *¢ to meet the need

of thoughtful people perplexed amid the materiakistic and skeptical
tendencies of the time.”
Each of the eminent preachers chose his own

topic, treated it in his own

way, and is alone r'e--

sponsible for ‘the tiews which

he sets forth.

The discourses are all able and valuable, though
many of the statements which they contain
wonld be pronounced incomplete or incorrect by

most evangelical critics.

——

’

“The cushion is not

magnificent book which the Publishers have
given us, every way worthy of itd contents and
of their own reputation. It is neither needful

of his discourses.

sparkling, animated spirit, none of her love son were rowing over the lake in: still
the organ plays; one thinks of the old lated to the strife in the field which issued in the
for out-of-door sports ; but theré seemed to "Weatherto Storliden, to arrange about the
‘grandmother, with the mild eyes ever o'er and final overthrow of the Slave Power,
be a spirit of love’in her every act. This wedding.
his acquaintance with the men who have been
;

waslnoted by all ; but no one, hot even her

uct. It will long be an authority,as well
as a

great fountain of information, general and gpecite, on which future writers can confidently and
freely draw. Mechanically considered, it is ga

-zeal are apparent as one

paragraphs.

All these elements of power plainly

Grandmother.

Grandmamma is so old, she has so many
wrinkles, and her hair is quite white; but
her eyes shine like two stars. Yes, they are
much more beautiful
; they are so mild, so
blessed to look into. And she can tell the
most delightful stories; and she has a dress

The : Father.

pastor

SERMONS.

reads the briefest

(To be ¢ontinued.)

after, ‘What
he asked.

work from the initia] voldkie,it is safe to pro.

/

considerably and remembered well.

‘It is the half of my farm which I have
sold to-day.”
)
The pastor remained long sitting in si-

her mother’s strength was returning, she
felt that she was fully rewarded for her la-

The

great struggle, especially: a it bore upon the
great despotism which it ended. Judging the

“ Do you come so late?” asked the pastor, and stood still before him.
% to get his Sunday sermons and his prayer-meet-

to silence.

But theymare thought.

ful, practical, full of earnest conviction, and
state and suggest much 'that is worthy of the at-tention of all who feel an interest in the vital

work of Christianity. Especially vigorous and
suggestive are the discussions of 8elfhood and
Sacrifice, The Place of Mind in Nature and In-

Theology, furnished respectively by Dr. Dewey,
Rev. James

Martineau, and

Dr. Pggbody.

The

volume is issued in good style, at a very reason-

able price, and its contents entitle it to the careful attention of all who take an interest in some
of the most significant problems with which the
age is busy.
‘

1

Messrs. Harper & Brothers, New

York, send

us the third and concluding volume of their Live

AND TIMES OF JouN

WESLEY, a noble book of

700 pages, and which most acceptably and cred-

‘ough fidelity to justice, a generous enthusiasm, itably completes a work which stands far in ad“Catch hold of the oar!” called the
and
a plain yet vigorous and animated style. It vance of every other life of the great apostle of
father; he stood up and stuck if out. But
Long may it remain in this mixed world, is the one great literary undertaking of his life, ‘Methodism. Of course it: will have an extensive
when the son had made a few attempts he a'question not easy of decision, which is ‘and he spares no pains to make it trustworthy, sale among the members ofthe great denominabecame still,
j
the more beautiful evidence of the Almigh- valuable and complete: In this, his fist yolume, tion which Mr. Wesley founded, but it richly de“ Wait a minute!” ¢ried the father, and
begat to row. Then the son turned back-

All improved in mi | wards over, gazed earnestly «ut his father,

and some in heart: but in none was this fines sank.
_Thor{ could scarcely believe it to be true;
The road was very poor, a provement more visible than in Mary and
Re

autumn

nized him ; it was Thord.

; |-door, for many'men were there, and Thord
to first among them. The pastor looked up
Frank's shoulder, and the other arm was and recognized him.
around Mary’s neck, while she sobbed con“You have come with a powerful escort
vulsively. Then Frank dropped upon his to-night.”
knees and his soul went up in prayer. At
“Ihave come to request that the banns
first the petitions were somewhat broken,
may be published for my son; he is to be
and his yoice was full of tears; then as he married to Karem Storliden, daughter of
prayed for his brothers and sister, he seem- Gudmund, who is here with me,”
ed to forget all save .the wish that they
“That is to say, to the richest girl in
might be Christ's alone,—the words flowed
the parish.”
freely, the fountains of his soul were brok‘‘ They say so,” replied the farmer, stroken up. When the prayer ceased, the silence ing his hair up witb one hand. /
of the room was unbroken save by Mary's
The pastor sat a moment as in thought.
sobs.
At length these ceased, and she He said nothing, but entered the names in
whispered, ‘ Sing.”
‘
his books, and the men wrote under.
Frank and George sang the hymn,
Thord laid three dollars on the table,
*Ishould have only one,? said the pas-

the daily struggle she had with'her passion. Those children who have always been ate temper. Only Jesus knew this; and
blessed with school privileges may think it he knew too how much more easily she
had she trustvery
strange that to have a winter school ‘would have gained the victory
rouxhoime could
bring such joy to Mary and ed this grace more fully, and been willing
her brothers, But their home was in Obio, to let every one know that she was trying
to do right because she loved God.
How swiftly flew those winter days! Not
one of Frederick Brown's scholars but loyed |

each-winter,

man, with bent figure and white hair. "The
pastor looked long at him before he recog-

I love you more thap you know.”
George lifted one hand confidingly

| and honored him.

.

not.

not

her mind was
on the school.

+

“I

have done wrong even now; but I did
never until now
from him I have
Every trace
Mary's face, and

MARILLA.
i
—

¢ Good news for us, Mary,”

ting.

so she said tauntingly,

wicked than the little sister he had so harshly condemned ; ‘* I am indeed too much like

CHAPTER I.

o

her words

and he felt that before God he was far more

:

The Family Circle.

i

heard

could translate German better than many of
his pupils had done after a yedr's study.
That summer Mary attended the village
school, walking four miles every night and
morning. Mary always enjoyed these long,
solitary walks, yet she looked forward to
the coming winter, for Frederick Brown
was again to be their teacher.

with

guess I am as good a Christian as you are,
any day. I don’t pretend any more than I
do.”
¢¢ O sister,sister Mary,” exclaimed Frank,
while the tears started to his eyes, for her
words touched a tepder chord in his heart,

“Theugh blinding clouds of doubt and strife

id

brother ‘William ‘that she called him the
¢ very worst boy that ever lived,” and declared that she ** wished she had never had a
brother.” Overhearing these passionate
and

when the pastor, one

{and thought she deserved a harsher reproof
| than George's love could give, came to her,
| saying, ‘ Mary, you have been a naughty
¢ And his god-parents?”*
| girl, and deserve punishment.”
| Againthe spirit of evil returned, and, * They were named, being relatives of
|
turning on Frank a.look of defiance, she Thord, and the best'men and women in the
district,
said,
¢¢Is there anything else?” asked the pas| «1
don't care. It is no concern of
tor, and looked up.
| yours!”
The farmer stood a minute.
k . * Mary, Mary,” he said, ** will you not
| try to be a Christian ?”
:
*1should like to have him biptized by
:
:
| In her excitement
she forgot every good “himself,” he said. - ‘ That is to say on a week day?”
| resolution, every desire to do right for

The storm raged in its might,
Then called its wearied powers away
And left a cloudless night.

BY

with her

beg Williams forgiveness, but just then her

day

It would be about a year after that day

soon overcame all obstacles;
and when the first of June came, and uncle

child will have ber reward.”
When spring came and Mary

Ere three days

she became so angry

| brother Frank, who had

and unfaltering

a treasure we had in our Mary; and he
would reply, “True, true, but the dear

| tears in his eyes, put his arm around her
| neck, seeking gently to gain her attention.
| In a moment her look of intense anger
| changed to one of tender penitence. She
was half ready to drop on her knees and

Fair lay the sleeping vale below,
A garden of content;
On dashed the swelling torrent’s flow

NAY

Each was very

| words, George came to her side,

‘While down its side with boding sound

memory

from her bed of sickness, she was unable to lence; at last he asked, but gently: “What
walk; so that Mary was obliged to stay at do you intend to do now?”
home and devote her time wholly to her
‘*‘ Something better.”
mother. So cheerfully did she make this
They sat there awhile, Thord with downsacrifice, that Mrs. Killburn used to say to cast eyes, the pastor with his raised to
her husband, ‘“We never knew before wnat Thord, Then the pastor said slowly and in

| world of joy with the hateful spirit of anger.
| had. passed,

spot without either food or sleep; he was

at first she seemed almost overcome by her
grief; but she soon aroused herself, and
few young ladies could care for the sick as
fatthfully, as did that child of eleven years.
When winter came and Mrs. Killburn arose

| happy, and Mary felt sure that nothing
| could ever tempt her to darken this bright
| Alas for human resolves!

strong

About this time Mr. Killburn began

| That night William, George and Mary sat
|-on the low seat in the corner of the cottage,

Streams in a golden haze,

rere

her

| much easier for him to obey the Saviour's
| voice than for Mary.

Oh, look where the warm sanlight

~

to

| path, and to an outward observer it seemed

But of the distant home.

Cambridge, Mass,

but

| heart went out with all its wealth of love.
| For him she could overlook self, and a look
| from his large, loving blue eyes: had “many
a time arrested the angry words that arose
| to her lips. George was very unlike his
| brothers, being the only child pt the family
| who had inherited the light golden hair and
fair complexion of his mother’s own loved
| Germany.
It is true, he had the firm Spirit
| of the Killburns, but it was nearly hidden
| by a tender regard for the rights of others.
He too was trying to walk in the Christian’s

To long or upward flight;
Thy wings fly low, thou thinkest

On through one awful night and

all;

one great one; it burst—.

heard something rustling outside the door
George went away, Mrs. Killburn was in’the passage, and fumbling about the lock.
made very happy by knowing that Mary The door opened, and in walked a tall, thin

Of late,

| George, who was nearest her.own age,

¥

Full many a shriek of wild despair
Its tale of horror told;
But all unheeding curse or prayer,
On, on the mad waves rolled.

restrain her

All Mary's brothers loved her, each in his

| own way, and she loved them

And yet no thoughts could move thee

N

but her

| Christian.

Thy heart is brooding softly ;
Thou thinkest of the nest,
Of the deep leafy covert,
And of love’s perfect rest.

times

however, she had seemed more gentle, sel"{/dom yieldingto her bitter enemy, anger.
She was trying, though secretly, to be a

thou whose feet are standing

then

seemed hard to her; for seeking for his son. On the morning of
her father, who descended from the Puri- the third day he found him, and carried
tans, was born and
reared in New York; him up over the hills to his farm.

save her perseverance

passionate outbursts of temper.

In life’s full leafy June,

;

could

more,

At first this study

become impatient-over her

father’s stern command

They have, they have no aim.
And

many

arithiietic, and when *nothing

"These wild winged thoughts to name,

.

studying German, with’ her uncle ®eorge.

Tt was very pleasant, when Mary

brothers, but there had .been

i

T will not ask thee, dear one,
Like hirds that fly in circles

as

was in one of her happy moods, to hear her
read, spell and’ recite so promptly to her

Ws

few

member of Mr. Killburn’s family. When and the sea again lay bright as a mirror,
the winter school closed, every leisure hour
For three days and three nights the faof the spring months was spent by Mary in ther was seen to row round and round the

Charles and Frank in the evening. These
brothers were much older than Mary, and

"BY ADELAIDE STOUT.

come up again. ‘A few bubbles rose up, a

- Fiterary Review.

ty’s goodness, the soft white hand formed
for the ministrations of sympathy and tenderness, or the rough hard hand

which. the

heart, softens, teachés, and guides in a mo:
:
ment, — Dickens.

he traces the rise and growth of the'Blave Power ‘serves study by all who would understand one
of the -mosf- noticeable religious movements of
from the landing of the first cargo o
fi
country in 1620to the ‘annexation of
modern times, who have a taste for the study of
a second volume he will bring the ace
‘| marked characters and lives, or who would seek
tothe outbreak of our late civil war iH
instruction in the study of Comparative Ecolesi-

a.third volume will narrate the: sf
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"Brevity is specially important,

name.

rail is
the country has taken
What accident before or after birth affected packed
this boy we do not know, but it is certain wraps
that the disease which early showed itself Flate

a different affair; and having unyour books and unstrapped your
in your Pullman or Central Pacific
car, you may pursue all the seden-

in his body gave a warp and exaggeration | tary avocations and amusements of a parjor at home; and as your housekeeping is
to each of the family traits of mind. The | done—and
you by alert
admirably one—for
lad showed the subtle, swift intellect of his'|
ancestors, their hunger for knowledge, their | and experienced servants; asi you ormaywake,lie

months. She experienced re
by Eld. J. Rand and united with

one having precious
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stones may flash a moment's admiration which has excited the interest of geologists:
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® blessed immortality was so triumphant that she
answered to the call of the pale
boatman with

at joy.

She leaves to mourn their loss, a hus-

fd anisix or soven children,
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21, aged 74 years.
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and glow which wine can phenomenon is supposéd 8 to have been pro‘As ‘soon as he could walk he began to steal, | if you are a tired business man, or a_wea- | diffuses a cheer
this too while the cause | duced by currents of water being forced
all
and
gives
the rock above, takand this although surrounded by the. purest | ried housekeeper, your careless ease will be | not

Thus another of the fathers has fallen.

home influences which high, honorable and | such a rest as certainly most busy and overChristian feeling could bring to bear upon | worked Americans know how to enjoy. in
You write very comfortably at a table
him. He stole things that could have no|
value for him—iron, lead, the jewel which | a little room, called a drawing-room, enhis sisters laid off at night; dug holes and | tirely closed off, if you ‘wish it, from the

of all this blessing is himself blessed above | through the crevices of
‘all. Some men are good-natured when | ing up particles of gravel and depositin
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| Ways, like summer, upon all, everywhere; | away with them any quantity of the will
find,
whom all men bless when he, comes and all | taken from these wells. * Geologists
extend for many

KATIE R., daughter of Ira and Lydia Bickford,
of Brownfield,
Me., died of consumption,
March
14, aged 28 years and 3 months.
Miss Bickford,
during the fall of 1870,gave up work and returned
home for rest and to improve her health,but con-

sumption had
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crowned with light all their days.—Beecher.
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SYMONDS died at the

short, was painful, she bore

home

¢{ VEGETINE is made exclusively from the juices of
carefully selected barks; roots and herbs, and
-80 strongly concentrated thab it will effectually eradicaté from the system every taint of Scrofula,

of her

Scrofulous

cerous

In their

Can-

Wicers, and Eruptive Diseases of the

For

Skin. Pustules, Pimples, Ilotches, Boils,
mgworm, VEGETetter, Scaldhead. and
TINE has never failed to effecta
ermanent cure.

1

lan,
I
DE
n, diseases and General
and uterine
ternal ulceratio

her-Redeemer, Funeral services by the writer.
fe
Text, 1 Thess. 4: 14.
FRANKLIN KIDDER died in New Gloucester,
Me., Oct. 18, 1871, aged 70 years and 8 months.

bohted and drank great draughts of happiness and health. Presently trouble came.
Affairs were involved. The stalwart father
became a confirmed and helpless invalid.
Did they sit down and wring their hands?
Did they go mourning all their days, begging men tob give them a . little sewing, ) a

Cancer,

Erysipelas,
Salt Rheum,

pure blood. Sciatica, Inflammato
and Chronic
houmaiiom, Neuralgia, Gout, and Spinal Complaints,
can only be effectually cured through the blood.

and |

with patience,

Hlumeor, Tumors,

Humor,

Syphilitic Diseases, Canker, Faintness at
the Stomach, and all diseases that arise from im-

spoke of matters pertaining to her funeral with
great composure.
In her last conscious moments
she expressed her readiness to depart and meet

early youth they were rich, careless, free.
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of the administration of President Grant:
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thinking. Several things occurred to me.
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jcate test for determining the presence of
poisons, as a means of improving many
processes of manufacture, and as an ‘aid in
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became | year more clearly recognized.

SAMUEL ANDREWS died in Parkodan, Me.,
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was born ih Leeds, Nov. 8, 1796. At the age of
18, he went with his father’s family into the then
unsettled town of Parkman, where he endured
the hardships and privations incident to pioneer
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his large benevolence,
charity, integrity
and
dignified deportment, the religion which he professed. . It 1s the verdict of the community in
which he lived so long, that he was indeed a
Christian ; and many hearts and lives have been
and many troubled minds have
made better,
been relieved of the doubt which the defects and
inconsistencies of some professing godliness have
given rise to, by witnessing in him the principles
of the pure gospel of Christ in active and | Nar-
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pothing more wonderful than the discovery
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analysis. Thirteen years ago it had no existence whatever as a mode of scientific inquiry. Not five years had passed from
the day when Kirchhoff announced the true
meaning of the dark lines in fhe solar spectrum, before Huggins and Miller were tell-
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MR. WELCOME ANGELL died in Providence,
R. I., Apr. 9, in the 75th year of his age. Mr.
Angell was baptized Dec. 31, 1826, and he then
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A kind husband, an indulgent father and a firm
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Nov. 21, 1871, aged 61 years. Bro. W. experienced [enewing grace in 1843, was baptized
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in New Gloucester, of which he remained a mem-
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while the church had an existence. In 1843 he removed to N. Gloucester. For the last eight
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and are at this moment independent property-holders as well as piquant and agreeable women.— Gail’ Hamilion.

the two extremes of excessive severity and
inefficiency. *‘ Not brilliant.” The
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